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FUEL ECONOMY RETROFIT DEVICES 

Announcement of Fuel Economy Retrofit Device Evaluation 

for "Energy Gas Saver" 

AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

ACTION: Notice of Fuel Economy Retrofit Device Evaluation. 

SUMMARY: This document announces the conclusions of the EPA evaluation 

of the "Energy Gas Saver" under provisions of Section 511 of 

the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Section 511(b)(l) and Section 511(c) of the 

Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act (15 U.S.C. 2011(b)) 

requires that: 

(b) (1) "Upon application of any manufacturer of a retrofit device (or 

prototype thereof), upon the request ,of the Federal Trade Commission 

-pursuant to subsection (a), or upon his own motion, the EPA Administrator 

-shall evaluate, in accordance with rules prescribed under subsection (d), 

any retrofit device to determine whether the retrofit device increases 

fuel economy and to determine whether the representations (if any) made 

with respect to such retrofit devices are accurate." 

cc> "The EPA Administrator shall publish in the Federal xister a 

summary of the results of all tests conducted under this Lection, 

together with the EPA Administrator's conclusions as to - 

(1) the effect of any retrofit device on fuel economy; 

(2) the effect of any such device on emissions of air 

pollutants; and 

(3) any other information which the Administrator determines to 

be relevant in evaluating such device." 

EPA published final regulations establishing procedures . for 

conducting fuel economy .retrofit device evaluations on March 23, 1979 

(44 FR 179461. 
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ORIGIN OF REQUEST FOR EVALUATION: On June 5, 1981, the EPA received a 

request from the Energy Gas Saver Corporation for evaluation of a fuel 

saving device known as the "Energy Gas Saver". This device is claimed to 

reduce exhaust emissions and save fuel. 

Availability of Evaluation Report: An evaluation has been made and the 

results are described. completely in a report entitled: "EPA Evaluation 

of the Energy Gas Saver Under Section 511 of the Motor Vehicle 

Information and Cost Savings Act". This entire report is contained in 

two volumes. The discussions, conclusions and list of all attachments 

are listed in EPA-AA-TEB-511-82-7A, which consists of 11 pag:s. The 

attachments are contained in EPA-AA-TEB-511-82-7B, which consist; of 115 

pages. The attachments include correspondence between the applicant and 

EPA, and all documents submitted in support of the application. 

Copies of this report may be obtained from the. National Technical 

Information Service by using the above report number. Address requests 

to: 

?:ational Technical Information Service 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

Springfield, VA 22161 

Telephone: (703) 487-4650 or FTS 737-4650 
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Summary of Evaluation 

EPA fully considered all of the information submitted by the device 

manufacturer in his application. The description of the device and the 

supporting text did not indicate that the device would improve combustion 

efficiency. The test data submitted with the application was 

inconclusive. 

While thorough mixing of fuel and air and even distribution among the 

cylinders will enhance the combustion process, there is no evidence that 

the use of this device will result in any improvements over an l.nmodified 

induction system. Adjustment of the ignition timing and :dle fuel 

mixture with an exhaust gas analyzer to achieve the best possible 

emission readings may cause driveability problems in some v.-.hicles. 

Based on EPA's engineering judgment, 'there is no .reason to suppL:rt any 

claims for improvements in fuel economy or exhaust ,emissions due to the 

use of the Energy Gas Saver. 

FOR FURTIiEP INFORMATION CONTACT: Merrill W. Korth, Emission Control 

Technology Division, Office of ?lobile Source Air Pollution Control, 

Environmental Protection Agency, 2565 Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, Ilichigan 

48105, (313) 668-4299. 

Date Kathleen Bennett 
Assistant Administrator 
for Air, Noise, and Radiation 
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EPA Evaluation of the "Energy Gas Saver" under Section 511 of the Motor 
Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act 

The following is a summary of the information on the device as supplied 
by 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

the Applicant and the resulting EPA analysis and conclusions. 

Marketing Identification of the Device: 

A. Energy Gas Saver 

B. Exhaust Extractor 

Inventor of the Device and Patents: 

A. Inventor 

Mr. Donald C. Pletts 
143 Inlet Way 
Palm Beach Shores, FL 33404 

B. Patent 

Patent t4127093 

Patent i/4216654 

Manufacturer of the Device: 
. 

Energy Insert Systems, Inc. 
143 Inlet Way 
Palm Beach Shores, FL 33404 

Manufacturing Organization Principals: 

Mr. Donald C. Pletts - Principal Officer and Owner 

Marketing Organization in U.S. making Application: 

A. Energy-Insert-System, Inc. 

B. Energy Gas Saver, Inc. 

Both Located at 
143 Inlet Way #5 
Palm Beach Shores, FL 33404 

Applying Organization Principals: 

Mr. Donald C. Pletts - Principal Officer .and Owner 
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7. Description of Device (as supplied by Applicant): 

"This device is 1 31132 inches thick and i s made out of a high grade 
of cast aluminum. It contains 4 baffle plates and is used to mix the 
gas and air (vapor) that comes from a conventional carburetor with 
exhaust from the exhaust system of the engine. For some models there 
is available an electric heater for cold starts. 

"This mix is vaporized further by heat and the mix is leaned outside 
of the carburetor as it enters the intake manifold. 

"This unit fits under the carburetor and on the intake manifold. The 
amount of exhaust is controlled by a screw in orifice which is 
changed for different size engines. 

"The extractor is fitted into the exhaust system just behind the 
catalytic convertor. A 1 l/2 in. (O.D.) flex tubing connects the 
extractor to the rear of the Energy Gas Saver which is filtered. The 
back pressure from the muffler forces the exhaust back into the 
Energy Gas Saver." 

8. Applicability of the Device (as supplied by Applicant): 

Thus far eight different units have been designed to fit a.1 known 
American made automobiles and light trucks: 

2 bbl for Ford (all models) 4 bbl for G. Motors 
2 bbl for Chrysler 11 4 bbl for Ford Products 
2 bbl for Chevrolet W 1 bbl for Ford 
2 bbl for G. Motors 11 1 bbl for all other makes 

9. Costs (as supplied by Applicant): 

Not supplied. 

10. Device Installation - Tools and Expertise Required (as supplied by 
Applicant): 

See attached instructions for installation (Attachment B) 

11. Device Operation (as supplied by Applicant): 

Not supplied 

12. Maintenance (claimed): 

"Device filter should be changed every 10,000 miles or 6 months." 

13. Effects on Vehicle Emissions (non-regulated) (claimed): 

"There is no known reason why exhaust emissions should be increased 
when properly installed." 
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Effects on Vehicle Safety (claimed): 

"The device will not cause any unsafe condition." 

Test Results (Regulated Emissions and Fuel Economy) (submitted by 
Applicant): 

See Attachment B. 

Analysis 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

Description of the Device: 

The device is judged to be adequately described. A description 
is contained under Section 8, Description of Device, of the 
application (Attachment B). 

Applicability of the Device: 

As stated in the application, the device is applicable to 
gasoline-powered vehicles equipped with carburetors. 

costs : 

Not supplied. 

Device Installation - Tools and Expertise Required: 

A skilled mechanic with appropriate tools and an exhaust gas 
analyzer should be able to install the device, although 
complications could arise due to the alteration of carburetor 
linkages. The additional height of the carburetor could also 
prevent the hood from closing properly. Care is required in the 
installation of the Exhaust Extractor to prevent exhaust leaks 
and the flexible pipe must be routed in such a way as not to 
cause heat damage to any components. 

Device Operation: 

No operating instructions are required. 

Device Maintenance: 

It appears that the only maintenance required is the changing of 
the filter every 10,000 miles or 6 months. 

Effects on Vehicle Emissions (non-regulated): 

The device is claimed to lower emissions, but no data to support 
these claims were ever submitted. 
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H. Effects.on Vehicle Safety: 

One safety problem that might arise is heat damage from the 
flexible pipe between the Exhaust Extractor and the Energy Gas 
Saver. There is also the problem that the throttle linkage may 
not operate correctly. 

I. Test Results Supplied by Applicant: 

The applicant submitted test data from the Auto Club of Southern 
California. Unfortunately, this data included only the raw 
concentrations and not the grams per mile emission numbers. It 
is not possible to determine how these tests were run or to make 
valid comparisons from the data. 

Test data were also submitted from Olson Engineering, Inc. 
These results were preliminary and were marked as such. A 
representative from Olson Engineering stated that this data was 
invalid for comparison purposes and was only intended for 
research or development purposes. Our concerns abcut the 
validity of these data are detailed in our letter to En rgy Gas 
Saver, Inc. dated June 26, 1981 (Attachment D). Alth.ugh the 
applicant responded to our letter (Attachment E), his response 
was insufficient to validate the results. 

Thus, the applicant did not submit any valid test ata in 
accordance with the Federal Test Procedure or the Highw,y Fuel 
Economy Test. The requirement for test data following these 
procedures is stated in the .application test policy doc.lments 
that EPA sends to potential applicants*. The applican: did 
state that Automotive Environmental Systems, Inc. of Los 
Angeles, CA would test the device in September 1981 and the 
results would be furnished to EPA. To our knowledge, this 
testing was not performed. 

* From EPA 511 Application test policy documents: 

Test Results (Regulated Emissions and Fuel Economy): 
Provide all test information which is available on the effects of the 
device on vehicle emissions and fuel economy. -- 

The Federal Test Procedure (40 CFR Part 86) is the primary test which 
is recognized by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for the 
evaluation of vehicle emissions. The Federal Test Procedure and the 
Highway Fuel Economy Test (40 CFR Part 600) are the only tests which 
are normally recognized by the U.S. EPA for evaluating fuel economy 
of light duty vehicles. Data which have been collected in accordance 
with other standardized fuel economy measuring procedures (e.g. 
Society of Automotive Engineers) are acceptable as supplemental data 
to the Federal Test Procedure and Highway Fuel Economy Data will be 
used, if provided, in the preliminary evaluation of the device. 
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17. Conclusions 

While thorough mixing of fuel and air and even distribution among the 
cylinders will enhance the combustion process, there is no evidence 
that the use of this device will result in any improvements over an 
unmodified induction system. Adjustment of the ignition timing and 
idle fuel mixture with an exhaust gas analyzer to achieve the best 
possible emission readings may cause driveability problems in some 
vehicles. Based on EPA's engineering judgment, there is no reason to 
support any claims ,for improvements in fuel economy or exhaust 
emissions due to the use of the Energy Gas Saver. 
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7%. ;Zfchnrd. 3elson: 
Cner;:; Gas Saver, Snc. 
Ist American Euilding, Suite IC4 
701 KS. Mghway 91 
?Torth Pain beach 

ficar Iir. Felson: 

This letter is in rcsponst? to your inquiry of 12/5/90 throu$ the Secrerary of 
State of Texas regarding an WA evaluation of your device. The Envirosnental 
Protection Agency is charsed by Congessional mandate to evaluate fuel iconmy 
and emission control devices. Wile the PPA does not actually "opprova )) such 
Cevicts, it does ccnduct evaluations for the purpose of increasing the Damon 
k!to?Jled;;e in the are3. For this reason, the outcome of any testing ;v EPA 
be cows public information. It is this infonr.ation L;hich nay be cited 
although no claims can be Fade that any EPA findings constitute "approva )( of 
tlie &Vice or system. 

Et-tclosed uith t'ltis letter is a pack&t of raterials which, you will need to 
apply for an EPA evaIuation of .your device. 21i.s packet consist5 of 1) an 
application format, 2) a document entitled "EPA Zetrofit and Emission Control 
Revice Evaluation Test Policy" and 3) a copy of the applicable Federal 
Gcgulations. 

In ordar for the EPA to COndUCt an.evaluation of your device. we rjwst'have an 
application. Once you hove reviewed all the documents in the packet, you 
shvuld prepare an application in accordance with the. pideli-nes of the 
application format. A critical part of the application is the substantiating 
test data. The required test result s will have to be obtained at a laboratory 
of your choice. Such testing would be conducted at your expanse. A list of 
laboratories kihich are known to have the equipment and personnel to perform 
fiCCk?PtL3bli: tests has been included in the enclosed packet. If you desire, we 
can assisr in the development of a satisfactory test plan. 

There are, however, several aspects concerning testing at an ourside 

laboratory vhich 1 tiould like to .hring to pour attention at this time: 
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The tests are conducted in a '*back-tc-back" r:nn??er , cnce with the vehicle 
in Saseline conditior! and again Vdtl; the dt21JiCe i~StZlllf2d L"_th I10 Vehicle 
3c J u., ‘-“~‘tnents betwen tests. If installation of the device also involves 
scci c adjustcents e.g. t ining , fuel-air mixture, cl-iokc or idle speed, 
cnother test s2&e.nc2 with only these ad jus tfi:cnts should be inserted 
;)etVecn t!xe first and last. Also OS a nfninum, the test sequence shali 
consist of a hot-start LA-4 portion (bags 1 nnr! 2) of the Federal Test 
Procedure (FTP) and a Highway Fuel Zconmy Test (!:&??T). The details of 
these tests are cooteined in the enclosed ?ac?:et. Although only a 
hot-start. E;TP is rtzuired to tininize the costs to you, you are 
encouraged to have the cutire cold-start test performed since any testin,q 
and ievaluation perfomed by EPA ~31 1 be based on the complete FTP and you 
r!ay wish to ~CP.GW bow a. vehicle r:ith your device pcrfoms over this 
official test. As a fin*1 rcqulrezxnt, the persormel of thf- outside 
laboratory you select should perform every elexent of your tc.st plan.. 
This incll-tcies preparation of the test vehicle, adjustment of yxr,meterg 
and irstA.lction of the device. 

Cid~nission of Catn - 1Te rquire that all test data o5tnincd :rom the 
outside 12% -Utioratorics in support of ycur application be sukmittec to us. 
This ir~cl&cs any results you have r&k11 vere declared void or imslid by 
the laboratory. Ue also ask that you notify iis of the Lzboratcry you 
have cboscn, I&en testing is Echeduled to begin, What tests yol; have 
decided to conduct, allow us to naintain ccntact, with the laboratory 
during the course of the testirg, and allow the test lafiorator- to 
directly answer any questiors at -any tiyie about the test program. 

Cost of the Testing - The cost of the 72infnun test plan (two vehicles, 
two test sequences in duplicate) described above should be less than 
$ZOOC per vehicle ax? less than $4GS IS for the total test at any of the 
iaboratorics on the list. You will flaw to contact the= individually to 

obtain their latest prices. 

OutccTne of the Tests - Although it is i~~possible to accurately predict 
the overall vorth of a device frorr;. a mall mount of testing, we have 
established soxe guidelines which will help you determine Aether the 
test results %Zth your device should be considered encouraging. These 
values have been chosen to assure both of us that a real difference in . 
fuel ecoumy exists and that \ze arc not s22ing only the variability in 
the results. The table below presents the ;~ininum nuzher of cars that 
need to be tested for varyir,g desrees of fuel econor;:y inprov&en.t 
as.sudng 3 typical mount of Variab'J1.lity in fuel econcxy neasurment. 

For a Tfini?xl33 test plan which was co9d ,ucted on a fleet of two cars, the 
aversge tizprove~ent sflould be at least 8%. If at least an riZ difference 

in 2versge fuel ccor,ny can be sho:.n, then xe would he able to say 
stasticslly at the 3CX confidence level tIhat there is a real ir,proveEent, 
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Fleet Size Average Ir:;prover.!ent Zequired 
2 8 T, 
3 77 
4 !,:j 
I- 

1: 

c c, ,rr 
6 ? . a.. 

25 ')c/ A/-, _ ., 

C)nce we receive your application, it 7lill be reviewed to determine if it reets 
the requirments list& in the fomat. If your application is not conplete, 
-22 will as!: you to submit further infortion or data. After any nissing 
infomation has been submitted, your application will be reconsidered and once 
it mets our requirements, you will be advised of our decision Hfietker or not 
iTA trill parfom any cortiir3atory testing. Any EPA testing trill be perfomed 
at no cost to you and you will be given the opportunity to concur with our 
test plan. O9ce this testing is complete, an evaluation repor will bc 
7.-rittcn. If no further testing is required, the report ~111 be writ:en solel: 
on the basis of the test data submitted and our cn.$nccring analysis. 

Dcspitc the current t?ackl.og and increasing nmber of inquiries rcgarc',ng fuel 
cco::my device evaluatiozs, the EPA intends to process your applicatim in as 
expeditious a *Tamer as possible. We have esta3lished a goal of twelve weeks 
fro7.1 the receipt of a coxpletc application to the announcmeot of our :-eport. 
The nttaimcnt of this objective requires very precise scheduling and ue are 
de;;er,ding on the applicant to respond pror,ptly to any questiom or to submit 
any request& data. Failure to,resy;ond in a timely mnner will unduly delay 
the process. In the cstrme case, ve my comider lack of response as a 
withdrawal of the application. 

f ?!ope the infomation above and that contained in the enclosed documents will 
aicl you in the preparation of an acceptable application for an EfA evaluation 
of your device. 1 ~Lll be your contact with T:?A during this proctss and any 
subsequent EPA evaluatlon. Hy address is EPA, Rotor Vehicle Fe-Lssion 
L&oratory, 2565 Hy-muth Road, Ann Arbor, Kchigan, 4X05. The telephone 
nun&r is (313) 663-4200. Please contact me if you have any questions or 
rtz5uire any further infomation. 

Sincerely, 

I-Ierrill V. Korth, &vice Evaluation Coordinator 
Enission Control Technology Division . 

Enclosures 



Attachment B 

--- 

June 5, 1981 

Mr. Merrill W. Korth, Coordinator 
.,,Emission Control Technology Division 

u. s. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105 

Dear Mr. Korth: 

Please refer to your letter of January 13, 1981 directed to Mr. 
Nelson of our company. 

I thank you for the time you spent with me on the telephone las 
week. 

As we discussed, I am sending you most of the material tyat ute 
sent to the Air Resources Board of California. . 

In addition to this material, I am sending you an applica.:ion 
as required by the E.P.A. 

The test data that I am sending you includes the testing on the 
1981 Ford Ltd. 302 V-8 with an automatic transmission overdrive 
with a Fuel Pressure Injector Carburetor. These tests include 
two.(2) Base CVSII cold starts with the Urban Cycle Fuel Economy 
Test and one CVSII cold start with the Energy Gas Saver installed, 
including the Urban Cycle Fuel Economy Test. Also included is 
one (1) Highway Cycle.Fuel Economy Base Test and one (1) Highway 
Cycle Fuel Economy Test with the "Energy Gas Saver" installed. 

Also enclosed is a summary and average of all the tests that were 
done in California. Included in this summary is Ford Motor 
Company Base line testing for Urban and Highway M.P.G. Just 
for the record, I did not receive copies of all the print-outs 
on all the tests that we participated in. 

I realize the testing on the 1977 Chev. Caprice (350 cu. in. 
engine) is obsolete. These tests do however indicate the follow- 
ing: 

1. That the highway mileage of the base car was approximately 
16 M.P.G. 

FIRST AMER!CAN BUILDING. 701 U.S. HIGHWAY ONE. SUITE 134 0 NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 33408.305/842-8558 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

. 
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That removal of the catalytic convertor did not increase the 
gas mileage at all! 

That emissions can substantially change to an extreme 
unsatisfactory condition with very little modification of 
the engine. 

With our unit on the car and without the hot exhaust, the 
car now sholued 18.42 M.P.G. 

Also by control of the amount of Exhaust that we mix with 
the gas and air we were able to fluctuate the NOX a: follow* 

1. 5.9805 
2. 1.741 
3. .438 

Also able to take HC from 3.0752 to 0.68.and .I39 

CO still remains somewhat high but went from 32.454 t, 24.198 
to 4.980. 

From this test we also learned how to control the CO per- 
centage within standards 

Exhibit N'l shows how we were able to reduce the CO to .OO Idle 
and.00/2500 R.P.M. 

: 
Exhibit N2 shows the same type of tests 

run by Detroit Testing. I 

You will note that this test was done in February 1978 
and my test took place in Oct. 1978. They were able to 
reduce the CO from 4% Idle to .02$ and CO .05$ at 2500 to 
. 04%. Also HC went from 280 P.P.M. at Idle to 110 P.P.M. j 
and at 2500 R.P.M. 30 P.P.M. to .OO P.P.M. 

j 
Also at the same time we were able to run this car on the 9 
highway with average mileage of 26 M.P.G. We had tests i 

that went as high as 29.1 M.P.G. and this was done with the One j 
gal. bottle of gas type of test. ! 

FIRST AMERICAN BUILDING. 701 U.S. HIGHWAY ONE. SUITE 104 * NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 33408 l 305/B42-8558 -- .--_ -_.. _. ~ ~. - -._--- 
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8. All the other test data that my companies conducted speak 
for themselves. 

In California .I decided not to use the electric heater that is 
: 

available. 

I also int.end to conclude our testing in California in the 
near future. It is also my intention to run more tests on the 
1981 Ltd Ford 302 V-8 with the automatic transmission overdrive 
in order to reduce the CO and eliminate the HC. I also plan 
to test a 1979 or 1980 Ford with a V8 engine. 

When you have had time to absorb the materials I have sent you, 
I shall discuss with you our future testing. I would hcoe that 
some representative from E.,y-.J.,. might observe our next tests. 

'. 

< .Yburs very truly, -'3 

Donald C. nlcw President _---..-- 
ENERGY GAS SAVER: INC. 

Please use this address: 
, 

143 Inlet Way #5 
Palm Beach Shores, Fl. 33404 

Tel: 305-844-3617 i 
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MARCH 1981 
CALIFORNIA TESTING ON A 1981 FORD LTD 

302 V-8 ENGINE - OVERDRIVE & FUEL INJECTOR CARBURETOR 

SUMMARY OF TESTS 

HIGHWAY MILES PER GAL. URBAN 

BASE TEST 

0 22.937 
2) 24.030 
3) 27.740 

74.707 

WITH ENERGY-GAS SAVER 

I) 27.230 1) 18.26 1) c .-,c 
2) 29.213 2) 18.32 
3) 32.130 3) 23.09 

Av. 24.90 31.86 

WITH ENERGY-GAS SAVER BASE TEST 

59.67 

19.89 

+ 6.96 Increase + 4.0 Increas, 

SUMMARY OF BASELINE Tests 

FORD MOTOR CO. "49" 
STATE CERTIFICATION 

co 1.61 3.372 
co2 595.262 
HC .28 .I88 
NOXc .81 .887 

Urban M.P.G. 16 
Highway M.P.G. 26 

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Urban 14.749 Urban 17.867 
Highway 22.937 Highway 27.742 

OLSON 
ENGI!iEERING 

1.372 
493.856 

158 
:598 

.-..F^T . . .-I.-. .* .̂ *., -.,..- ‘=. .  ̂ ..^. . . . . . . . -_.- -. ..-- --. ..---.. ^.. _(. ___ .̂ ,. _. e-.-e a^_ .̂ .̂  ^___ 



SUMMARY OF HIGHWAY FUEL ECONOMY TESTS 
. (Hot 505 TRNS), 

BASELINE TESTS BASELINE TESTS 

AUTO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA OLSON ENGINfERING 

PPM 

co 297.6 
CO2 146'71'rOI-I' 
HC 24.7' 
NOX 23.6 

22.9 M.P.G. (Highway) 27.742 M.P.G. 

'PUT0 CL 

co 
HC 
NOX 

co 
HC 
NOX 

UB OF SOUTH-CRN'CALIFO 

PPM 

138 
12. 
IO. 

GRAMS PER MILE 

.432 
318.862 

1 0.7 5 
.504 

WITH "ENERGY-GAS-SAVER" .INSTALLED 
(IHot ljU5 TRNS) 

1 
1 

I 
1 C'LSON ENGINEER1f.S 

co .46.. .65 .61 
HC 906 .07 05 
NOX .lOG .I95 :20 

CALIFORNIA E.P.A. (49 States) 

29.213 M.P.G. Highway 32.3 MPG 27.23 38.87 

7.n 
.39 
.4 

GRAMS PER MILE 
Test #I #2 

EMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR 1981 

Carbon Mrrrlt,x irdn 3 . 4 c: 0 

Hydrocarbon .41 HC 
Oxides of Nitrogen 1.0 nox 

REQUIREMENTS FOR E.P.A. (U.S.) 1978 

co 15.0 
HC 1.6 
NOX 2.0 

FIRST AMERICAN BUILDING l 701 U.S. HIGHWAY ONE. SUITE 104 l NORTH PALM BEACH. FL 33408 l 305/842-8558 
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SLIMMAR~ AND AVERAGE OF EMISSION TESTING 
WITH ENERGY-GAS-SAVER INSTALLED 

.,HC ,. NOX co 

. z-20 
. 

.251 6.163 
.294 .340 4.725 

Av. .25? 

HC 280 
:I88 
.I58 

Av. .295 

BASELINE TESTS 

NOX .810 
.887 
. 598 

Av. .208 Av. .765 

Hydrocarbons (HC) 

There is a 24% Increase over Base 
and 90% Under Requirements 

Av. 5.444 

co 2.61C 
3.372 
1.372 

Av. 2.451 

Carbon Monoxide (CO) _ 

There is a 122'j/o increase over Base 
uthich can be substantially reduced. 

This is still under California Standards and 
near E.P.A. Standards. 

Nitrogen'Oxides (NOX 

There is an improvement of 160$ 
under Base tests and over 300% 
under EPA and 38% under California 
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MARCH 1981 
CALIFORNIA TESTING ON A 1981 FORD LTD 

302 V-8 ENGINE - OVERDRIVE e: FUEL INJECTOR CARBURETOR 

SUMMARY.OF TESTS 

HIGHWAY MILES PER GAL. URBAN 

BASE TEST WITH ENERGY-GAS SAVER WITH ENERGY-GAS SAVER BASE TEST 

0 22.937 1) 27.230 0 18.26 
2) 24.030 2) 29.213 2) 18.32 
3) 27.740 3) 32.13D 3) 23.09 3) 3 

74.7D7 

Av. 24.90 31.86 

+ G.YG .Increasc 

FGRD MOTOR CO. "49" 
STATE CERTIFICATION 

co 1.61 
co2 
HC .28 
NOXC .81 

Urban F:.P.G. 16 
Highway M.P.G. 26 

SUMMARY OF BASELINE Tests 

53.67 

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

3.372 
!J95.262 

.I88 

.887 

Urban 14.749 
Highway 22.937 

- 

c’tSON 
ENGIJEERING 

1.372 
433. fl!?Cl 

.I58 

.598 

Urban 17.867 
Highway 27.742 

---. _. . , --. .̂ r. ê  .̂  ̂ L-r I- .e. my-.-. 



SUtirlARY OF HIGHWAY FUEL ECONOMY TESTS 
(Hot 505 TRNS) 

BASELINE TESTS BASELINE TESTS 

AUTO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA OLSON ENGINEERING 

PPM 

co 297.6 
co2 146%T,OU 
HC 24.7 
NOX 23.6 

22.9 M.P.G. (Highway) 

GRAMS PER MILE 

.4x2 
318.862 

.075 

.504 

27.742 M.P.G. 

WITII "rNr:I~cY-cn!-i-!~n\/I- I(", TN!-J’r/\I~I.I-I~ 
(Hot 505 TRNS) 

'AUTO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA OLSON ENGINEER:NG 

co 
HC 
NOX 

PPM 

138 
12.1 
10.1 

Test #l 
GRAMS PER MILE 

#2 I 

co .46 .65 .L 
HC .06 .07 .05 
NOX .I&36 .I 95 -20 

29.213 M.P.G. Highway 32.3 MPG 27.23 38.87 

EMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR 1981 

CALIFORNIA E.P.A. (49 States) 

co 
HC 
NOX 

7.0 Carbon Monoxide 3.4 co 
.39 Hydrocarbon . 4 1 HC 
.4 oxides of Nitrogen 1 .o nox 

REQUIREMENTS FOR E.P.A. (U.S.) 1978 

co 15.0 
tic I’ . 6 
NOX 2.0 

FIRST AMERICAN t3UlLOlNG. 701 U.S. HIGHWAY ONE. SUITE 104 l NORTH PALM BEACH. FL 33408 l 305/842-8558 



SUMMARY AND AVERAGE OF EMISSION TESTING 
WITH ENERGY-GAS-SAVER INSTALLED 

HC--- - NOX -I 

.220 . 251 

.294 .I540 

Av. .257 Av. .295 Av. 5 . 4 4 4 

HC .280 
.I88 
. 158 

Av. .208 Av. .765 Av. 

Hydrocarbons (HC Nitrogen Oxides (NOX 

-3- 

BASELINE TESTS 

NOX .810 co 
887 

:59l3 

CO 

6.163 
4.725 

2.670 
3.3i2 
I.3712 -- 

2.45: 

There is a 24% Increase over Base 
and 90% Under Requi.rements 

There is 'an improvement of 1608 
under Base tests and over 300% 
under EPA and 38% under California 

Carbon Nonoxide co> 

There is a 122% increase over Base 
which can be substantial .y reduced. 

This is still under California Standards and 
near E.PiA. Standards. 
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l.?JERGY GZ\S SAVER . 

TES'I'ING RESULTS 

EXHIBITS: 

F- Ford Testing Results 

G - 
13 - 
I- 

J- 

EC- 

L- 

M- 

N - 

O- 

P - 

@- 

z - 

Detroit Testing Lab, 111~. - letter 

Detroit Testing Photos 

Car-Bo-Tech, Inc. Gasoline Xileage Tests -'Cadillac 

01.~011 Labs, Inc. 

Car-Bo-Tech, Inc. - Chevrolet 

Testing Results - Energy Gas Saver and Eliminator 

Detroit Testing Lab, Inc. - Report of Chemic;ll Analy:-is 

Autosense Vehicle -Test Rtit)ort 
. 

Detroit Mileage Testing 

Warranty 

1979 Gas Mileage Guide 

Installation Instructions 
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, 1J1:1’AR’lhlCNl’ 01: AlLCIIANICAL ANI) ALl:O>P.4cE ENCINLLI~I.SC; 

JAhiLS P‘,WHLS’I.AL CAhlYUS, PWI~ILL’l‘Oti, NLH’ JEWS” 08540 

hlr . Donald C. Pletts 
Apt. 203 Country Gardens 
120 Sparrow Drive 
Royal Palm Beach, Florida 33411 

Narch 10, 1980 

Dear Mr. Pletts: 

I have reviewed your material. There have been many 
inventions to improve fuel distribution by preheating tlie 
gasoline either ele&ically or with exhaust gases. A good 
paper to read on the subject is by: . 

Hainburg & Hyland: "A vaporized Gasoline Metering System 
for I-C Engines", Society of Auromotive Engineers, 76028' 

The effect of mixing hot exhaust gas with incoring 
fuel is to improve the distribution of fuel to the varicas 
cylinders. This increases horse power at a given throttle 
setting but reduces maximum horse,power available. This re- 
duces HC polution. Better distribution perm.its leaner opera- 
tion and can save some fuel. Your must do a fair test (EiA 
driving cycle) to be credible. With both before and after ex- 
periments with properly adjusted carburetors and timeing. 

The 'potential improvemnt of a good mixture lean engine 
over a normal properly adjusted carbureted engine is about 15%. 

/S/ 
Prof. Enoch J. Durbin 



EXHIBIT F . i’ ’ 34 

It has long been thought that there was substantial 

advantages to a vaporized gasoline metering system 

over the present carburetor metering system n.ou 

round on most automobiles, 

One of the major automotive manufacturers through 

its research and development department confirmed 

the following advantages of a vaporized gasoline 

metering system. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Vkpor gasoline metering system provides a very 

uniform cylinder to cylinder distribution of 

air - fuel ratio a8 shown on the chart. 

Essentially eliminates the transit varations 

in air - fuel ratio due to air flow changes 

and also load changer, 

Exhibits minimal steady state tine flucuations 

in air - fuel ratio. 

Because of the above three listed facts, the In-line 

multiple cylinder engine used In autonsobilea of today 

can be more substantially leaned with a very much 

higher air - fuel ration than can the engine with . 
the standard carburator fuel - air mixture. This 

condition increases gasoline mlkge. 

This more so ideal vapor mixture air - gas rat10 

Improves the exhaust emmission. 
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.O::E OF THE >lOST widely accepted techniques 
for achieving the s:atatory X0 standard 
of 0.h granjoile for auto=obil& is the 
!use of a “reduction” catalytic converter. 
Unfortunately, such devices exhibit a 
relatively narrow range of air-fuel ratio 
over which useful conversion efficiency 
can be realized. This characteristic is 
illustrated in Figure 1 which shows the 
conversion efficient:; versus air-fuel 
ratio for a :ypical noble netal reduction 
catalyst. It should be pointed out that 
the so-called three--Gay catalysts have an 
cvcn narro:-2r air- fuel ratio range over 
which eCficient operation is possible. To 
effec:ively ztilizc catalytic converters 
to control KOx, it is therefore necessary 
to employ 2 fuel r_ctering system which 
provides very tight control of air-fuel 
ratio for both steady state and transient 
engine operation. A viable approach for 

.obtaining the required tight control is to 
u”se feedback from a suitable engine 
exhaust gas sensor to “trim” an 
appropriate fuel metering system as 

D. R. Hamburg and J. E. Hyland 
Engineering and Research Stall,Ford Motor Co. 

0 
c 

13 14 I5 16 

Fig. l-Conversion efficiency versus air-fuel 
ratio for typical metal reduction catalyst 

depicted in Figure 2. (l-3>* 

*Numbers in parentheses designate 
references at end of paper. 

h prototype vaporized gasoline 
.metcrinf system is described which 
utilizes engine exhaust heat to vaporize 
liquid gasoline prior to being combined 
with inlet air. It is shorn. that the 
system (1) exhibits minimal time - 
fluctuations in air-fuel ratio, (2) 
essentially eliminates the transient 

variations in air-fuel ratio due to load ’ 
changes, and (3) provides a very uniform 
cylinder-to-cylfndcr distribution of 
,nir-fuel ratio. * *I.- vapor 
system at 1.’ 3li <IfI is - 

conside ., and a C1rc .I fstion of 
the lean-limir ,--ted.. 

. 



'Fig. Z-Block diagram of basic A/F feedback 
system 

F!ACt:GROUND 

Ford Motor Company became involved . _ . 
-with such a system several years ago ., ,...... 
during the early development of the Ti02 
exhaust gas sensor. (4) At that tine, the 
output of a prototype TiO 

i 
sensor was used 

successfully to control t e air-fuel ratio 
produced by a Bendix electronic fuel 
injection system. As a result of this 
effort, the feasibility of the feedback 
concept was established. Because of the 
inherent complexity and attendant high 
producrio3 costs of fuel tijection, 
however, it was decided to explore 
feedback using a much sinpler fuel 
netering device- The particular device 
chosen for this exploration was a modified 
carburetor having an air-bypass adjustment 
r:hfch could be controlled electronically 
by the TiO, sensor. A simplified diagram 
of the basic carburetor showing the 
air-bypass section is presented in Figure 
3. For clarity, actual carburetor details 
relating to such elements as the main 
metering system, the idle system, the 
pouer enrichment system, etc., are not 
shown in this diagram. 

The air-bypass carburetor was 
installed on a 351 CID engine in a 1973 

i 
39. 

Ford CalaxFe and evaluated on a chassis 

dynasoneter. A typical recording of the 
open loop air-fuel ratio versus time as 
indicated by a Ti02 exhaust sensor for 
this configuration operating at a 30 1QW 
steady-state cruise Is shown in Figure 4. 
When the feedback loop which coupled the 
exhaust sensor to the air-bypass 

-. adjostnent was closed and properly 
; 

compensated to prevent instapility, the 
recording of air-fuel ratio versus time 
shown in Figure 5 resulted. Examination 
of this recording reveals that although 
‘the long term drift has been eliminated, 
there is no appreciable reduction in the 
high-frequency fluctuations in the 
air-fuel ratio, The reason that feedback 
is incapable of reducing the high-. 
frequency fluctuations is that the 
propagation delay through the engine 
imposes a fundamental limitation on the 
minimum response time of the closed loop 
system. To be more explicit, a change f.r. 
air-fuel ratio occurring at the carburs. 3r 
takes several engine revolutions befob Zt 
can be detected in the engine exhaust 

.AlR-BYPASS 
ADJUSTMENT 

MilN THROTTLE 

Fig. X-Simple air-bypass carburetor 

r 

t (SEC) 

Fig. 4-Open loop air-fuel ratio versus time 
for air-bypass carburetor operating at 30 
nph road load 

r 

I5 
t 

-*0 0 4 8 12 

t (SEC1 

Fig. S-Closed loop air-fuel ratio veisus time 
for air-bypass carburetor operating at 33 
mph road load 



The ability to initiate any trimming of 
the air-bypass adjustment before several 
engine revolutions have occurred is 
therefore impossible, and any attempt to 
efFect the necessary trim too rapidly 
after the change has been detected vi11 
result. in an oscillatory condition. 

It is thus apparent that since 
fkedback cannot eliminate-rapid 
fiiCtuaCiOTlS in air-fuel ratio, a fuel 
metering system should be employed which 
does not exhibit such fluctuations. Since 
it is generally believed that these 
fluctuations are caused to a great extent 

-- .- by random detachment of liquid gasoline 
from vet manifold and carburetor surfaces 
(5), it would appear that the difficulty 
could be circumvented by using a vaporized 
gasoli,ne metering system'such as described 
below. 

GENERAL SYSTPl DESCRIPTION 

The basic vaporized gasoline metering 
system utilizes engine exhaust heat to 
fully vaporize liquid gasoline entering an 
exhaust gas heat exchanger. The resulting 

gasoline vapors pass through a pressure 
regulating mechanism into the throat of a 
venturi through which engine intake air 
flovs. The pressure regulating mechanism 
maintains a zero pressure differential 
between the gasoline vapors and the intake 
air at the entry ports to the venturi. 
This causes the fuel flow to be 
essentially proportional to airflow and 
thus produces a nearly constant air-fuel 
ratio independent of airflow as discussed 
in the following section. After passing 
through the venturi, the air and vaporized 
fuel are homogeneously mixed and 
subsequently enter the engine intake 
system through a suitable throttle. In 
order to compensate for variations in 
air-fuel ratio arising from changes in 
temperature, fuel composition, etc., 
feedback from an exhaust gas sensor is 

used to vary the area of the fuel metering 
orifice and thereby automatically maintain 
the desired air-fuel ratio. Since exhaust 
heat is generally not available prior to 
starting the engine, a supplementary 
heater is employed to vaporize the 
gasoline requfred to start and operate the 
engine until sufficient vapors are 
available from the exhaust heat exchanger. 
Provision is made to collect any gasoline 
condensate which is produced during the 
warm-up period and recirculate it back to 
the vaporizer without contaminating the 
rain fuel supply. 

&SIC 14ETERING CO:ICEPT 

The basic fuel metering element of 

4Q11e vaporized gasoline system is the 
venturi section shown in Figure 6. Engfne 
intake air flows through this venturi and 
causes a pressure depression at the throat 
which draws in vaporized gasoline through 
the fuel nozzle located in the center of 
the venturi. When the vaporized gasoline 
and intake air are properly combined, the 
resulting homogeneous mixture will flow 
uniformly to all cylinders of the engine 
with negligible intake manifold 
wall-wetting and hence minimal time- 
fluctuations in air-fuel ratio. If 

.,,properly implemented, the fuel metering . 
venturi will produce an essentially . . 
constant air-fuel ratio independent of 
mass airflow through the venturi, and will 
thus result in the elimination of air-fuel 
ratio variations during transient engine 
operation. The necessary conditions 
required to produce the constant air-fuel 
ratio can be determined by examining the 
following expression which describes the 
air-fuel ratio for the metering venturi: (6) 

A -=K 
F 

4-l 
- ; 

: A 

,.I 

F 
4 

The derivation of this equation with 
definitions of the nomenclature used is 
given in Appendix A. 

Referring to the above expression, if 
the fuel supply pressure PF is made equal 
to the air supply pressure PA, then 

Fig. 6-Vapor system metering venturi 
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vnrintions in tl~c air-fuel ratio as a 
i:tnction of the venturi throat pressure PT 
(and hence airflow) can be made quite 
small for the proper choice of,the PT 
range. This is illustrated in Figure 7 
,Ghlcli shows air-fuel ratio as a function 
of s:rflpu for an airflow range of 60 pph 
to 1200 pph. (This airflow range is 
C>'pCCal for a 351 CID engine operating 
from idle to wide-open throttle.) The 
venturi cross-sectional area used to 
derive the plot of Figure 7 was chosen to 
provide values of P which,were depressed 
from P by 0.1 inchzs of water at 60 pph 
and 4SAinches of water at 1200 pph. If 
higher depression values for PT were used, 
the variation in air-fuel ratio would be 
greater. Before discussing the 
implications of these small depression 
values, it should be pointed out that the 
actual air-fuel ratio established by the 
metering venturi is a function of the 
ratio of the air cross-sectional area A 
and the fuel cross-sectional area AF' A 
Either or both of these areas could thus 
be used to set the desired air-fuel ratio 
value as well as to provide a feedback 
trim mechanism CO compensate for 
temperature variations, etc. In the basic 
metering venturi shown in Figure 6, 
adjustment of the fuel cross-sectional 
area is provided by movement of the 
tapered pintle rod within the fuel 
discharge notzle. 

As indicated above, in order for the 
metering venturi to yield an essentially 
constant air-fuel ratio independent of 
airflow, t'ne fuel vapor supply pressure, 
has to equal the air supply pressure, and 
the venturi throat depression has to be 
very small for low airflow values. To 
meet these requirements, a very accurate 
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fuel pressure regulator is required which 
is capable of operating at the high 
temperatures necessary to vaporize 
gasoline. (A variable area venturi having 
a constant air-to-fuel area ratio could 
conceivably be used to relax these 
requirements, and such a device is being 
explored.) The pressure regulator 
selected for use in a laboratory 
evaluation of the vaporized gasoline 
metering system is a simple bladder-type 
regulator whose volume automatically 
changes to maintain its interior pressure 

'equal to exterior pressure. In use, the 
bladder would have an input and an output '.' 
port separated by an appropriate baffle 
structure, and vaporized gasoline would be 

. supplied to the input port in a coarsely 
controlled manner so as to keep the 
bladder partially full. The output port 
would be connected to the fuel nozzle in 
the metering venturi and would deliver 
vaporized gasoline at a pressure equal to 
that exerted on the,bladder. Since thr 
air supply pressure for a conventiona: 
internal combustion engine is simply 
atmospheric pressure (neglecting the r 
cleaner), such a pressure regulating 
bladder with its exterior surface ex; r;ed 
to atmospheric pressure will make PF pA. 
If an air cleaner is employ.?d, a hou:. 116 
placed over the bladder and reference to 
the actual inlet pressure of the metezing 
venturi will insure this con'ition. 

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

The basic vaporized gasoline metering 
concept discussed above has been 
implemented on a 351W V-8 engine coupled 

rate 

to a laboratory dynamometer. A 
diagrammatic representation of the 
complete system is shown in Figure 8. 
Referring to this diagram, operation of 
the system can be described as follows: 
Fresh gasoline is pressure fed from a main 
fuel tank to a small holding tank through 
a conventional float-actuated valve. The 
liquid gasoline in the holding tank is 
pumped through an electronically 
controlled coarse metering valve into a 
heat exchanger located in the engine 
exhaust system. The metering valve 
employed is a conventional electronic fuel 
injector whose "on" time is automatically 
controlled to regulate the fuel flow 
through the heat exchanger and hence the 
amount of gasoline vapors which are 
gcncrLlccd. The heat exchanger used is a 
conically shaped stainless steel tube 
llclix having a total surface arcn of 
approximately 70 squarc'inches, and is 
located inside tllc normal exhaust pipe 
just downstrc.m from the "Y". 
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Fig. 8-Diaorarnmatic representation of vaporize? 
gasoline 2elivery system 

The gasoline vapors generated in the 
heat exchanger flow into the variable 
volume pressure regulator previously 
discussed and cause the bladder to billow. 
UP- The resulting displacement is sensed 
by a pickup whose output is fed back to 
the coarse fuel control and is used to 

.automatically keep the bladder 
approximately-half full*of gasoline 
vapors. The particular bladder employed 
has a maximum volume of approximately 0.15 
cubic foot and is constructed of 1 mil 
Teflona PFA film vhich has a melting point 
of approximately 600" F. Since the 
gasoline currently being used in the 
laboratory is completely vaporized at 
approximately 400" F, the vapor 
temperature at the pressure regulator 
outlet is maintained at approximately 420" 
F by a simple closed-loop exhaust bypass 
control which regulates the amount of heat 
supplied to the heat exchanger. Any 
gasoline which condenses on interior 
surfaces of the pressure regulator and 
associated plumbing during warm-up is 
returned to the small holding tank and is 
subsequently re-vaporized. In this 
manner, the heavy gasoline fractions will 
not build up in the main fuel tank, but 
will be recirculated through the heat 
exchanger and finally consumed when the 
proper operating temperature is reached. 

The outlet vapors from the pressure 
regulator pass through an insulated 
dclivcry tube and are discharged cosxially 
into the throat of the metering venturi. 
Ihe venturi employed has a throat dinmeter 
of 1.3 inches while the fuel discharge 
nozzle 113s an orifice diameter of 0.31 
inch. The fuel discharge nozzle is heated 
clcctrically to prevent cooling by the 

intake air which would orhen;ise cause 

condensation of fuel vapore on the nozzle. 
A tapered pintlc capable of being 
positioned within the fuel nozzle is used 
to vary the orifice area and thus the 
air-fuel ratio. This pintle is connected 
to a servomechanism which can control the 
pintle position using feedback from an 
exhaust gas sensor located in the exhaust 
system. 

The venturi is connected to the 
engine intake manifold through a 
mixing/viewing chamber mounted above a 
conventional butterfly-valve throttle 
body. The mixing/viewing chamber consists 
of a seven inch long cylindrical tube 
attached directly to the venturi exit port 
and mounted inside a somewhat larger 
air-tight chamber. The chamber itself, 
which is physically fastened to both the 
venturi and the throttle body, contains 
two viewing windows which make it possible 
to visually examine the outlet end of th- 
venturi extension tube while the engine *S 
running. At the point where the extent .n 
tube connects to the venturi a circul, 
swirling section having cant-d fins ar id 
its circumference and a hole in Its cc er 
is located inside the tube i-~ order tc 
promote mixing of the air anr fuel. 'I s 
particular design allows the pure gaso. 2e 
vapors to pass through the ce.:ter hole :d 
avoid condensation on the coo1 swirling 
fins*, but imparts sufficient turbulence 
to the air to encourage downstream mixing 
of the air and fuel. 

In order to expedite the inttial 

fabrication and evaluation of the 
vaporized gasoline metering system, an 
electronic fuel injector'was installed in 
the throttle body and is used routinely 
for cold engine starts. Vapors can be 
used to start the engine when cold, 
however, by employing an auxiliary 
vaporizer such as a battery-powered 
heater. One such system which was 
implemented uses a 500 watt electric 
vaporizer during engine cranking to supply 
gasoline vapors directly to a metering 
valve in the throttle body. As soon as 
the engine starts, a 2 hU electric 
vaporizer is automatically energized which 
fills the pressure regulator with gasoline 
vapors and enables normal fuel metering 
through the venturi nozzle instead of the 
throttle body. After approximately 20 
seconds of operation using the electric 

*At atmospheric pressure, pure gasoline 
vapor has a dew point of L- 400°F uhilc a 
mixture of air and gasoline vapor with an 
air-fuel ratio of 15:l has a dew point of 5 
125OF. 



L. ,* . c ” 
vaporizer, sufficient exhaust heat is 
available to permit operation of the 
normal cxhnust system vaporizer in place 
of the electric unit.* 

ISLTIAL EY.PERLFIENThL RESULTS 

The initial laboratory evaluation of 
the vaporized gasoline metering system was 
performed to verify the anticipated system 
advantages previously noted in this paper. 
To be specific, It was anticipated that 
the open loop vaporized gasoline system 
vould (1) exhibit minimal steady state 
high-frequency** time-fluctuations in 
air-fuel ratio, (2) essentially eliminate 
the transient variations in air-fuel ratio 
due to airflow changes, and (3) provide a 
very uniform cylinder-to-cylinder 
distribution of air-fuel ratio. The 
evaluation, which was performed using a 
351W V-8 engine coupled to an absorption 
dynamometer, did in fact substantiate the 
expected results. Specifically, the open 
loop vapor system exhibited steady state 
time-fluctuations in air-fuel ratio of 
less than + l:! for a wide range of engine - 
operating loads and air-fuel ratios. 
Furthermore, the system displayed 
transient variations in air-fuel ratio of 
less than + 1% for step changes in airflow 
exceeding ';;;OOz. Finally, the system 
consistently provided cylinder-to-cylinder 
air-fuel ratio distributions of within + 
0.75% for cylinders fed from each plane-of 
the dual plane Eanifold used on the 351W 
engine. 

The steady state and transient 
air-fuel ratio values reported above were 
measured with a TiO exhaust gas sensor 
having a time constznt of approximately 
0.25 seconds. (7) A typical time 
recording of the air-fuel ratio along with 
the corresponding engine torque is shown 
in Figure 9. In an effort to corroborate 
these results, similar measurements were 
made using an NDIR CO analyzer to indicate 
air-fuel ratio variations. Since the 
response time of the CO analyzer uas much 
slower than the TiO sensor, 

?eveal 
the resulting 

recordings did not the rapid high- 
frequency fluctuations in air-fuel ratio 
observed with the TiO 2 

sensor, but did 

"The electric vaporizer has been used for 
"chokeless" cold starts at 70°F ambient 
temperature and air-fuel ratios near 

stoiclliometry. 

**In tllis context, high-frequency refers 
to values which are too high to be 
eliminated by feedback from an exhaust 

gas sensor. 
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0 IO 20 30 40 50 60 
TIME fSECONDS) 

Fig. g-Air-fuel ratio anb eng&e torque'versus " 
time for 351W engine operating at 2000~rpm~ 
with open loop vapor system 

show longer term fluctuations due to :. I_ a 
temperature and airflow variations. . 
typical time recording of such an air 
characteristic together with the 
corresponding engine torqur is shown I 
Figure 10. The use of feet'back froa 21 
exhaust gas sensor to eliminate the 
low-frequency fluctuations 'n air-fur 
ratio has been successfully demonstra .d 
with the vapor system, and a detailed 
discussion of the feedback ucrk will be 
included in a future paper. 

The cylinder-to-cylinder air-fuel 
ratio distribution values reported were 
obtained using specially shaped sample 
probes located just downstream from each 
exhaust valve and connected through 
appropriate switching valves to 
conventional emission monitoring 
equipment. A typical cylinder-toyylinder 
air-fuel ratio distribution achieved with 
the vapor system is shown in Figure 11. 
For comparison, a conventional liquid 
carburetor having the same venturi area 

and using the same mixing/viewing chamber 
as the vapor system was substituted for 
the vapor system, and a cylinder-to- , 
cylinder distribution was obtained for the 
same engine operating condition. The 
resulting characteristic, shown in Figure 
12, clearly illustrates the distribution 
advantage of a vapor system. 

LEN{-I,ZElIT EXPERTXENTAL MSULTS 

The vaporized gasoline metering 
system was originally devised as a scheme 
to provide very tight control of air-fuel 
ratio at values slightly rich of 
stoichiometry for use with NO catalysts. 
This is a very important appltcation of 
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the vapor system and should be pursued 
further. However, the ability of the 
vapor systen to provide a very uniform 
cylinder-tcrcylinder distribution of 
air-fuel ratio with minimal time- 
fluctuations suggests that the system 
might also be useful in extending the lean 
misfire limit of a multi-cylinder engine. 
This is apparent since the engine 
operation would not be limited by a single 
"lean" cylinder as is the usual case. 
Instead, all cylinders would consistently 
receive the sa2e air-fuel ratio and hence 
would be uniformly capable of operating at 
leaner air-fuel ratios. The use of 
extended lean-limit operation is an 
intriguing approach to th; control of 
exhaust emissions, and is based on the 
relation of such emissions to air-fuel 
ratio shown qualitatively in Figure 13. 

In order to evaluate the potential 
advantages of lean-limit vapor system 
operation, a CVS simulation method 
developed at Ford Motor Company was 
employed. (8) Basically, this technique 
utilizes emission and fuel consumption 
data obtained from steady state 
engine-dynamometer tests at specific speed- 
torque points to analytically predict the 
performance in a complete CVS cycle. The 
actual speed-torque points used are 
appropriately chosen to correspond to a 
particular powertrain-vehicle combination. 
Tile fundamental idea behind tile simulation 
technique is that when an actual vehicle 
is operotcd over a CVS cycle, a unique 
trajectory or map is defined in the engine 
speed-torque-time space. The technique 
assumes that engine perfomance along this 
trajectory can be approximated by steady 
state operation at discrete speed-torque 
points for specific intervals of time. 
Tl,e particular speed-torque-time map 
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Fig. II-Air-fuel ratio versus cylinder number 
for 35N engine operating .at 2000 rpm, 40 ft- 
lb with vapor system 
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Fig. 12-Air-fuel ratio versus cylinder number 
for 351W engine operating at 2000 rpm, 40 ft- 
lb with conventional carburetor 
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Fig. l3-Qualitative relationship of IIC,IJO,, 
and CO emissions to air-fuel ratio 
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employed for the lean-limit evaluation of 
the vapor system is shown in Figure 14. 
This map, with the particular segmentation 
shovn, was developed for a 35lW engine in 
a 5500 pound vehicle. Such an engine- 
vehicle combination was chosen for the 
simulated CVS cycle evaluation of the 
vaporized fuel metering system because 
comparable data using both conventional 
carburetion and electronic fuel injection 
acre available from earlier work performed 
at Ford. 

The previously described vapor system 
implemented on the 351W engine-dynamometer 
setup was operated at each of the speed- 
torque points specified in Figure 14 with 
the exception of the 1000 RPN, - 10 
foot-pound point. This particular point 
could not be run because it required the 
use of a motoring dynansmeter which was 
not available for the evaluation. At each 

-speed-torque point explored, measurements 
of fuel consumption as well as CO, CO 
HC, NO , and 0 

2' 
exhaust concentrations 

were o tained F f or various values of 
air-fuel ratio in the lean region. At 
each air-fuel ratio, the measurements were 
made for both MBT ignition timing as well 
as for a retard from MBT timi.ng. The 
amount of retard used was arbitrarily 
chosen to give a torque loss of 
approximately 7% from the MBT value. The 
resultirrg torque loss was compensated for 
by increasing the throttle opening to give 
tile correct torque value. In order to 
provide adequate combustion lnitiation at 
the lee11 air-fuel ratios, a higIl energy 
ignition system* with 0.100 in. gap spark 

*The particular ignition system employed 
wds a Ferrorcsonant Capacitive Dfscharge 
Ignition System developed at Ford Notor 
Company. (9) 

! 

plugs was used throughout the evaluation. 
The experimental data obtained in the 

lean-limit evaluation of the vapor system 
were analytically processed and used to 
produce Individual curves of HC and NO 
emissions (in grams) and fuel consunptzon 
(in pounds) versus air-fuel ratio for each 
speed-torque-time point explored. (Since 
the CO emissions were essentially 
invariant for the lean air-fuel ratios 
examined, CO emissions were not included 
in these plots.) A typical curve of HC, 
qp and fuel consumption versus air-fuel 
ratio obtained in the lean-limit 
evaluation is shown in Figure 15. The 
complete set of curves for all the speed- 
torque-time points explored is presented 
in Appendix 0. It should be-emphasized ,....w. 

that the emission and fuel consumption 
values given in each curve are calculated 
from steady state measurements to 
correspond to the time expended at each 
speed-torque point as dictated by the CVS 
simulation technique. 

Each of the curves presented in 
Appendix B was examined to determine a 
"lean-limit" air-fuel ratio. In general, 
the particular air-fuel ratio chosen for 
each curve was a compromise between 
decreasing NOx values and increasing HC 
and fuel consumption values. The results 
of this determination are tabulated in 
Figure 16 for the MBT situation and in 
Figure 17 for the retarded spark 
situation. The values used for the 1000 
RPM, - 10 foot-pound point in these tables 
were estimates based on previous work with 
other systems. 
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Fig. 15-:ic, NO,, and f\iel consumption versus 
air-fuel ratio for 351\J engine operating at 
1400 rpm, 130 ft-lb for 118 s with vapor sys- 
tem and :G3T timing 
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Fig. 16-Emission and fuel consumption values 
used for CVS cycle simulation of 351W engine 
'with‘Papor system in 5500 lb vehicle-lean limit. . 
wi"th IQT spark 
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Fig. 17-Emission and fuel consumption values 
used for C?JS cycle simulation of 351W engine 
with vapor system ir. 5503 lb vehicle-lean limit 
with retarded spark . 

The complete CVS cycle prediction for 
the lean-linit vapor system operation.was- 
found by dividing the total HC, NOx, CO, 
and fuel consumption values shown UJ 
Figures 16 and 17 by the total distance 
covered in the CVS cycle. The results of 
this prediction, which apply to a 351W 
engine in a 5500 pound vehicle, are shown 
in Figure 18 for both the fBT timing 
condition and the retarded timing 
condition. Also included in this figure 
for comparison are CVS predictions for the 
game engine-vehicle combination with (1) a 
v;lpor system having a constant air-fuel 
ratio of 19:1, (2) 3 conventIona 
cnrburetdr having a 1974 production 
calibration, and (3) an electronic Fuel 
injection system having air-fuel ratio Llnd 
timing optimized at each speed-torque 
point t(J give best: fuel economy consistent 
witlh reasonable emission levels. 
Compnrison of the results presented in 
Figure 18 indicates that lean-limit vapor 
system operaticln potentially provides 
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Fig. l&I-CVS cycle predictions 'fo; various con- 
figurations used with a 351W engine in a 5500 lb 
vehicle 

appreciable improvements in fuel economy 
and HO emissions, 
hlgherXliC levels. 

but at the expense of 

SLJt4llARY 

Evaluation of the vaporized gasoline 
metering system has shown that the system 
exhibits numerous beneficial 
characteristics which make it very 
appealing for use with conventional 
internal combustion engines. To be 
specific, it has been demonstrated that 
the vapor system (1) exhibits minimal 
steady state high-Erequency fluctuations 
in air-fuel ratio, (2) displays negligible 
transient variations in air-fuel ratio for 
changes in engine load, (3) provides very 
uniform distribution of air-fuel ratio 
from cylinder to cylinder, and (4) enables 
cold engine starts at air-fuel ratios 
close to stoichiometry using vaporized 
gasoline supplied from an auxiliary 
electric vfiporizcr, 

The first two characteristics listed 
above will permit very tight control of 
air-fuel ratio when coupled with feedback 
from an exhaust gas sensor. The third 
characteristic, in addition to the first 
two ) will enable extended lean-limit 
operation which in turn will result in 
inprovenlents in fuel economy and NO 
cmfssions as previously shown. In grder 
for lcitn-limit operation to be viable, 
tiouevcr, a practical. method of lotiering 
the 1IC lcvcls as well as progrz.%ning the 
air-fuel ratio as a function of engine 
load must be provided. The fourth 
ch~rscterixtic listed above should result 
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in silTific3ntly lower emission levels 
ciuring the uarm-up period following a cold 
cagine start. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The favorable characteristics which 
ilave been demonstrated with the vaporized 
gasoline metering system justify its 
continued development as an alternative to 
more conventional fuel metering systems. 
It should be emphasized that the system 
described in this paper is an experimental 
one, however, and many unexplored areas 
must be investigated before production 
feasibility can be established. These 
unexplored areas include actual vehicle 
emission testing, low and high temperature 
starting and operation, .practical 
component design and durability, and 
overall system safety. 

The authors gratefully acknowledge 
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project of L. R. Foote, U. D. Plensdorf, 
and J. D. Zbrozek of the Ford F!otor 
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APPENDIX A 

VENIURI METERING CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR A VAPOR CARBURETOR 

NO?ENCLATURE 

A/F = 
A = 

AA : 

2 I= 
.o. 

cP = 

= 
hgz = 

h - 

m = 
ir = 
A = 
i = 
c 

P = 
PA = 

‘F a 

PO = 

'T - 

the air-fuel ratio 
the cross-sectional area at the 
venturi throat 
the air cross-sectional throat area 
the fuel cross-sectional throat area 
the cross-sectional area at the zero 
velocity state. 
the fluid specific heat at constant 
pressure 
a proportionality constant 
the enthalpy of the fluid at zero 
velocity 
the enthalpy of the fluid at the 
venturi throat 
a constant = .2231 for gasoline and 
air 
the mass of the fluid 
the fluid mass flow rate 

. the air mass flow rate 
the fuel vapor mass flow race 
the pressure at the venturi throat 
the air prcssurc at the zero 
velocity state (supply pressure) 
the fuel pressure at the zero. 
velocity state (supply pressure) 
the pressure at the zero velocity 
state 
the pressure at the venturi throat 



fT 

R = ttle individual. gas constant 
R, = the gas constant for air 
g il the gas constant for fuel vapor 
T = the absolute downstream or throat 

tenpe rnture 
TA = the absolute upstream air 

temperature 
T = 

I: 
the absolute upstream fuel vapor 
temperature 

T = 
0 

the absolute upstream temperature 
u = the internal energy at the venturi 

throat 
u = 

0 
the internal energy at the zero -, 
velocity state 

v = the velocity at the venturi throat 
v = 

0 
the velocity at the stagnation point 

v = the volume at the venturi throat 
v = 

0 
the volume at the zero velocity 

state 
Z = the elevation at the venturi throat 
z. = the elevation at the zero velocity 

state 
Y = the specific heat ratio (CP/CV) for 

gas 
Y* = the specific heat ratio (CP/C,) for 

air 

'F = the specific heat ratio (C,/CV) for 
fquel vapor 

P = the density at the venturi throat 
D = 

0 
the density at the zero velocity 
state 

. 

SUBSONIC :lASS FLOlJ TYROi!CH A VEXTLJRI METER 

The behaviour of the mass flow per 
unit time of a gas through a venturi meter 
can be predicted given the following 
assumptions: 1) the fluid-in question is 
assumed to obey the perfect gas law and 2) 
the flow cay be treated as isentropic one 
dimensional steady flow of a compressible 
fluid. Such a system is shown in Figure 
A-l where the subscripted quantities refer 
to conditions in a large reservoir 
upstream of the venturi and the 
unsubscripted.quantities refer to 
conditions at the throat of the venturi. 

‘The first law of thermodynamics 
(conservation of energy) states that 

2 
V 

U 
0 

+PV +L+mgZ = 
00 bc c 0 

i 

RESERVOIR \ 

VENTURI THRO 
--- 

\ _ . ._. 
Fig. A-l-Basic ventui'meter' _ .. '.. 

zrl =z 

Using these conditions and the definition 
of enthalpy (h = u + PV), Equation A-l 
reduces to 

2 
ho=h+x 

?c 
(A-2) 

For a perfect gas, the following 
conditions hold: 

ho - h 
cp = y--- 

-T 0 

antl 

cP=+R 
Y 

Furthermore, for a perfect gas during an 
isentropic process, it can be sho;m that 

Y-l 
TIP-T- 
T 

0 ( > <-. 

Substituting these rclstionships into 
Equation A-2 and solving for v yields 

2 
u+Pv+L 

2gc + "'Ccz (A-1) 

(n-3) 

For tile system being evaluated, 

v = 0 Tile continuity equation (conservation of 
0 mass) states that 
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I, v n = ::vA = ri 
000 

5-istitutinc Equation A-3 into,Lquation 
Pi-4 yields 

Again for a perfect gas during an 
isentropic process, it can be shown that 

. 

Substituting this relationship into 
Equation A-5 and rearranging gives the 
desired form of the mass flow rate 
equation: 

Equation h-6 is only valid for 
subsonic f1o.J; i.c., when tile ratio of 
static to total pressure at the venturi 
throat (P/P,) is greater than the critical 
pressure ratio.* When the critical 
pressure ratio is reached, the velocity of 
MSS flow at the venturi throat becomes 
sonic and, by definition of sonic flow, 
the maximum mass flow rate for fixed ares 
and upstream conditions is attained. 

1KTERING PRINCIPLE APPLIED TO TWO GAS 
PIUSE FLUIDS 

From Equatian A-6, the mass flow rate 
equation for air through a venturi meter 
iS 

+The critical pressure ratio IS defined as 

(i) CRl.f = (+i) * 

(A-4) 

(A-5) 

(A-6) 
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I 

1 
2 

.[q,Qi)~]~ _ (A-7) 

When air flows through a venturi with 
a constant upstream pressure PA, Equation 
A-7 states that a pressure PT < PA iis 
experienced at the throat of the venturi. 
As the mass flow rate fi increases, the 
pressure at the throat 4 ecreases; this is 
the basis of the metering principle of the -.- '.--I 
venturi. Referring to Figuie 6, if a fuel 
vapor nozzle is placed with its opening at 
the venturi throat, the throat pressure PT 
= f(t?,) can be used to mter the mass flow 
rate of fuel vapor as a function of mass 
flow rate of air. Accordingly, from 
Equation A-6, the mass flow rate of fuel 
vapor is 

pF% 
$5 = - I 

2gCyF 

T 112 (Y, - 11% 1 

1 
2 

r 

.[(!$Qx)~]' (A-8) 

Since the air-fuel ratio at the 
venturi throat is equal to the ratio of 
the mass of air to 'the mass of fuel, it 
follows from Equations A-7 and A-8 that 

. 

2 y*+l 

'A - 

Assuming that VA a~;1 YF are cons'tsnt over 
the temperature range of interest, the 
following constant Is defined: 

);= I YA(YF - m, f 

vF(yA - l)RA I. 
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- 
Therefore, the air-fuel ratio for a 
zeterillg venturi is 

APPENDLX B 

The curves of HC, NOx, and fuel 
consumption versus air-fuel ratio obtained 
in the lean limit evaluation of the 351W 
engine equipped vith the vaporized fuel 
metering system are shown in Figures B-l 
through B-14. These figures are presented 
on the following pages. 
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I, .F$g. B-3-800 rpm,' 10 ft:lb. 79,s opratin9.e ,. 
point with KJ3T timing . 
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Fig. B-4-800 rpm, 10 ft-lb, 79 s operatins 
point with retarded timing 
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b'iq. E-2-600 rpm, 30 ft-lb, 3G4 s o;)erating 
;.oillt with retarded timing 
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I'ig. B-5-1000 rlxn, 50 ft-lb, 406 s oy-erating 
point with ?'3T timing 
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Fig. B-9-1400 rpm, 130 ft-lb, 118 s operating 
point with PSBT timing 
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Fig. B-10-1400 rpm, 130 ft-lb, 118 s operating 
with retarded timing 
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AIR-FUEL RATIO 

Fig. B-12-1800 rpm, 70 ft-lb, 66 5 operating' 
point with retarded thing 
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Fig. C-13-1800 rpm, 150 ft-lb, 49 s operating 
point with MBT timing 
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Fig. B-14-1800 rpm,' 159 ft-lb, 49 s operating 
-point with retarded timing 
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May 15, 1978 

Car-EO-T&h, Inc. 
145Ocean Avenue 
Palm Beach Shores, Florida 33404 

Attn: Sume Pletts, Executive 
Vice President 

Dear Mrs. Pletts: 

In amfirmtion of our telephone mnversation of May 12, 1978, with Mr. 
Dmald Pletts, the Car-Bo-%&I unit submitted by you on a 1977 Chevrolet 
Caprioz for testingwas tested as reozived andwas mtdisassehledor 
remved fmrn.the test car. 

'Ihe unit &es rut hum the engiw in my w;ly foreseen by us in our 
te.stingandinspection. 

Yours truly, 
I 

. 
'- -,4.:- . * 

'. 

- :: . c 1 . 

..:..;',';,+ 
___ _ .__ 

Ieslie T. Viland 

L’Iv/wm/ jk 
Wkiam R. Martin, Manager 
Mechanic31 &Hydraulic Testing 
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, EXHIBIT I 54 

CAR-BO-TECH, INC. 
145Ocean Drive #502 

Palm Beach Shores, Florida 33404 

October 30, 1976 

GASOLINE MILEAGE TESTS 

1970 Cadillac Fleetwood 

Phone842-8558 

Testing was conducted by the Company, and usually with one or 
more passengers as witnesses, for the purpose of testing gasoline 
mileage.... Since the gas mileage tests may be verified by anyone who l 

would care to ride in one of the test vehicles only significant re- 
sults are being reported. Over 10,000 miles were driven in the 1970 
Cadillac Fleetwood while doing the gasoline tests. The gallon bottle 
test was deemed by the Company to be the most accurate and was conducted 
on the highways in actual traffic. The driver 'turns off the fuel pump 
line and allows the gas to flow into the carburetor from the gallon 
bottle. When the gallon is completely used the engine stops and the car 
rolls to a stop and the mileage is recorded. Tests were conducted in 
many types of conditions. As the Company's product was improved so was 
the improvement in gasoline mileage and also better exhaust emission 
resulted. . 

On October 14, 1976 the latest casted unit on the 1970 Cadillac 
obtained 19.4 miles on one gallon of gas. Testing conditions were 
ideal. This unit is the casted unit that will go into production to 
be used on General Motors automobiles with I-barrel carburetors. 

The best mileage obtained on the last prototype model (quadrojets) 
before- casting was 19.1 miles on one gallon of gas. The average mile- 
age of tests on this model was 18.6 per gallon. 

Regular gas (89 octane) was used on all of the above tests. High 
octane tests were conducted with no appreciable improvement in the mile- 
age or drive ability on the 1970 Fleetwood Cadillac. 

A series of mileage tests were conducted with the Cadillac test 
car as follows on July 6. 1976. 

Auto with original carburetor, coil, wires, but in as near perfect 
tune as possible but without the Company's product: Regular gas 12.6 
miles on*.one gallon of gas: Unleaded gas 11.8 miles on one gallon of 
gas. 

The original gas mileage test done by the Company in 1975 on this 
Cadillac Fleetwood with the original equipment produced 12.6 miles on 
on gallon of gas. 



“Energy-Gas-Saver” CAR-BO-TECH, INC. 

145 Ocean Drive #502 

Palm Beach !&ores, Florida 33404 

Phone 842-8558 

Gasoline Mileage Tests 
October 30, 1976 

. Page 2 

New radial tires were added to the car as well as new shocks. 
There was no increase in gasoline mileage. Many tests were conducted 
which produced 17 to 18 miles per gallon. 

Summary of Gasoline Mileage Results using Regular Gasoline 
on Highway 

1970 CADILLAC 

Car with original equipment 12.7 miles on one gallon 
of gas 

Car with Company product installed 19.4 miles on one gallon 
of gas 

Car with Company product installed 19.1 miles of one gallon 
of gas 
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T&SK? 75 

OLSCK LABS, INC. 
D:HAUST ZMISSIC~~S IiOT 505 
1975 MASS TEST 
S)TE 47 2, . MCJGEL? CHEVROLET, CLASS? CLASSICa 
RJI;r? 10 DATE? 2-7-70, CVSI? 407-Olrr 
LET bULB? 52, DRY GULB? 72, ZA?bGi<-C? 

CVS IILPIJT 
UOL/i?EV? .2E16a 

T;iANS COLD 
PEVS? 10531, If;LTePFiEk? 40.2, INLT TMP? 

STAB COLD 
JEVS? 04 INLT PEES? 0, 1tJLT TMP? 0, 

TRANS HOT , 
REVS? 00 IrJLT FRES? 01 IP.'LT TM!'? 0, 
ABS. H= 025.30 HUCF= 00.F10 

VMIX= 024uo . VM IX= 00000 VMIX= 
BAG EEADINGS IN CONC 

TTAti.5 COLD 
BACKGROUND 

00000 . 

HC;? 8. IO, CO? 4.62, CO2? -064, 130X? Oar 
SklYFLE ' 

HC? 284.10, CO? 1452.08, CO2? 1.607, NOX? 200.45,, 
STAB CGLG 

BACKGROUND 

HC? 0, CO? 0, CO2? 0, NOX? 01, 
SAMPLE 

HC? 0, CO? 0, CO2? 0, NOX? 00, 
TRAtJS HOT 

SACKGROUt:D 

LIST r? , 

HC? 0, CO? 0, CO2? 0, NOX? OJ, 
SAJcyLE 

HC? 0, CO? 0, C02f 0, NOX? 00, 
M?ASS EidISSJOJ;S Ih' GM 

TAAI* COLD 
' HC= 011.04 CO= 116-51 co2= 01963 NOXC= 01.47 IJOX= 026.49 

. 
TAB COLD 

HC= 000.OG cS= 000.00 co2= 00000 NOXC= 000.00 NOX= 00.00 
TRANS )iOT HC= OOGOG CG= 000 -00 co23 ooboo ti0xc-s GOO.00 fJOX= 000-00 

. SJM 

SUb'iMARY - EXHAUST EMISSIONS IN GRAMS/MILE 

- HC=3.0752 CO=32.454 COy=546.80 NOX, =5.9805 NO,?:=7.378 

rrPG= 16.092 
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L>:RAUSi EMI SSI OICS 
OLSON LABS, INC. 

HOT 505 
1975 KASS TEST 
SITE I? 2, . MODEL? CAP., CLASS? CHEV. LIST I? 1, 
RuN0? I, DATE? 2/23/78, CVSI? 407-01,r PROJI? DTL,, 
\TtT BULB? 54, DRY B'JLB? 76, BARON-C? 29.02, . 

cvs 1IiPU-r 
.- ., 

VGL/ZEv? -2819, 
JRANS CGLD 

F;Evs? 10533, INLT PRES? 39.5, INLT TMP? 111, 
STAB COLD 

REVS? , IliLT PRES? , IKiT TMP?, , 
TRANS HOT 

REVS? , JNLT PRES? , 1NLT TMP? , 
ABS- H= 027.53 HUCF= 00.817 

VMIX= 02396 ' VP?lX= 00000 VMlX= 00000 
6AG READIPGSS Iti CONC 

TEANS CCLD 
BACKG2aUf*'D 

HC? 16.9, CO? 2.31, CO21 .037, NOX? .I,, 
SAYPL"t 

lx? 7ji7, CO? 1101-56, CO2? l-618, NOX? 59,; 
STAB C@LD 

BACKGROUND 

HC? , CO? , CO2? , NOX?, a, 
SAMPLE 

HC? , CD? , CO2? , .NOX? ,; 
TRANS HOT . 

BACKZROLJriD 

HC? , CO? , CO2? , NO>:?-,, * 
SAMPLE 

HC? . CO? J CO2? K, tiOX? ,, 
MASS EMISSJOKS Ih: GM 

TRANS COLD 
HC= 002 l 43 CO= 086.87 co2= 

STAB COLD 
HC= 000.00 co= @OO.OO co2= 

TfiANS HOT 
nz= 000.00 co= 000-00 co2= . . . 

01970 NOXC= 

00000 KOXC= 

00000 pJOXC= 

GlWMS/MIl,E 

iiC= 0.68 co= 24.3.98 C02= 548.7465 

h:PG= 16.6 

. 

006.25 NOX= 007.64 

000.00 tL'ox= 000.00 

000.00 lJOX= 000.00 

t;oxc= 1.741 
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SITE f? 2. IjfiJE? 2-23-71, 

r,AKE? J r; cl Lv 7 L :, -1. , YEAR? , 

LICEI.SE t? , STATE? , OGO:/rETER? , 

E'J:;#? - 23; CVSf? 407s-ol, .?ROJ’i? DTL, 

L'ET 9'JL3? 54, XY FVLS? 76, -RA9OIll-C? 23*01, 

CUS IPiPUT 

VOL/RZV? -2Gl8, 

REVS? 1592 1 J i biLT PEES? 39 -9, lr;LT Tf’Ip? 111, 
Aas. E= 027.56 xIJc,== 00.817 VMJX= 05535 

, 
%G F.SAiSIJJGS II; CCJ~C 

J-C? 10.70, CO? 4.20, C02? .036, 

SA""=LE . . . 
Ht? 68-30, CO? 419.70, CO2? 2.619, 

I r  

.  

I.iPG= 01%. 4; 



HC? 10.9, CO? 2.31, COf?? ..037, NOX? .I,, l - 

stq?l.=LL ’ 



MID-SIZE CARS 

FORD i’l I FAIRMONT 

LINCOLN- 
MERCURY 
CONTINENTAL 
MARK v 

. --COUGAR .-.e 

ZEPHYR 

OLDSMOBILE 
CUTLASS 
SALON 

CUTLASS 
SUPREME 

TORONADO 

PLYMOUTH 
VOLARE 

PONTIAC 
GRAND duX 

400@.6L)16 
302(5.OL)/6 
351(5.6L)/6 

351(5.6L)/6 
140(2.3L)M 

6, 5656 302(5.0L)/6 

.. A3 I 
(WENG)JA3 
(MEN’S) A3 

.(2 12DR.95116 
’ 2 

I I 
2 

2 ZDR-99116 
“2 ZDA-92116 

2 4DR-1001 
16 

2 
2 20R-95117 
2 4DR-96117 
1 
1 
2 

2. 2DR-97116 
2 AOR-1011 

16 
2 
FI 
Fl 
4 
4 

2 2DR-97118 

I$, 
FI 
1 
4 
4 2DR.1011 

17 
FI 

I ZDR-89116 
1 4DR-1001 

16 
1 
2 
2 

2 2DR-96/16 
2 

60 
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MID-SIZE CARS - 
.--------- ------- --_. -_ ____ 

“BhlClo Dcscrlplloo 

GRAND PRIX 

LEMANSI 
GRAND AM 

$656 301(49L)16 
2617 301,4 BL)18 

$552 231(3 6L)/6 2 ?DR-96rl7 
2 40%1021 

-- 

LAkGE CARS- 

750 403(6.6L)16 

584 231(3.6L)16 

617 301(4.9L)16 

‘Do 350(5.7Lj/6 

..-... _ . . . . 
NEW YORKER 

DODGE 

ST. REQIS 

(GM-CHEV) 

: 

3 

4 2OR-lO6l 

t 
4 4DR-Ill/ 

. * 
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GASOLINE MILEAGE TESTS 
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The mileage tests conducted by the Company on the five (5) test auto- 
mobiles were done at: an average speed of 55 M.P.H. on highways and in traffic. 
City driving.tests were conducted at speeds from 0 to 30 M.P.H. 

Detroit Testing Laboratory, Inc., conducted a series of gasoline mileage 
tests on the Company's 1977, Chevrolet Caprice Classic V8 (350 cu.in.) auto- 
mobile in cold weather (25O to 31° F.). Mileage tests results are generally 
much better in warm temperatures (70° - 900). The Eliminator (Exhaust Return) 
was not functioning properly during these tests and had it been, results 
would have been more favorable, as shown by the recent tests. 

The tests in Detroit, Michigan, did however confirm the, original mileage .I 
,tests conducted by the Company, both the origin&l mileage of 16.2 M.P.G. 
without the "Energy Gas Saver" and 22.9 M.P.G. tests with the "Energy Gas Saver' 

The principle purpose of having the tests conducted in Detroit, Michigan, 
was to aid and assist the Company in its "Engineering" of its product. Upon 
returning to Florida, corrections and modifications were made on the gas 
saving system which resulted in additional increases in'gasoline milage, 
(29.1 M.P.G.). 

The EPA type of testing was conducted by Olson Laboratories, Lavonia, 
Michigan, who are approved and accepted by the U.S. Government for this type 
of work. One of their tests confirmed that the Company's product installed 
with a catalytic converter did not violate the *'Emission Exhaust Standards" 
as prescribed by the Clean Air Act of 1973 (and as amended in 1978). This 
means that the Company, or its designated agents, dealers or distributors, 
may legally install the gas saving system on vehicles that now are equipped 
with Emission Exhaust Devices. They will be furnished proper documentation 
from the Company in due time. 

The EPA type of gasoline mileage test results were 16.092 M.P.G. 16.6 
M.P.G. and 18.42 M.P.G. while the actual road mileage tests ranges from 20.2 
M.P.G. to 24.7 M.P.G. 

Many more gasoline mileage tests have been conducted by the Company since 
returning from Detroit, Michigan. The 1977 Chevrolet Caprice Classic test 
car now has over 12,000 miles of testing. Besides the l-gallon bottle test 
and the tank test, the Company has an electronic computer installed in the 
test car which measures Instant Miles Per Gallon of Gasoline, Average Miles 
Per Gallon of Gasoline, Amount of Gasoline consumed, Distance in Miles 
travelled and the Time consumed Per Trip or Per Test. 

On a testing trip to the West Coast of Florida, the 1977 Caprice Classic 
averaged 21.4 M.P.G. on the roun,d trip of 379.3 miles with the air conditioner 
3n, city driving and shopping trips. Individual tests were also conducted 
during this trip. 

September 1978 , I 

I e I 
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1977 Chevrolet Caprice Classic (350 cu. in. V8 Engine) 

Catalytic Converter Operating - 52 to 55 Av. Miles Per Hour - 8eto 8gF. 
10 M.P.H. Wind South - Tires 28 lbs - Shell No-Lead Gas (91.5 Octame) 
Driver and One Passenger, luggage, full tank of gas. 

No Air Conditioninq With Air Conditioning 

One Gallon Bottle Test (Highway) 25.4 M.P.G. 23.6 M.P.G. 

Computer.(Highway)* 
:L.. 

26.2 M.P.G, 24.4 ii?.G;- " 

One Gallon Bottle Test (Highway) 25.8 M.P.G. 24.0 M.P.G. 

Computer (City.Driving) ' 19.6 M.P.G. 17.8 M.P.G. 

1977 Chevrolet Caprice Classic (350 cu. in. V8 Engine) 

Catalytic Converter Removed - 52 to 55 Av. Miles Per Hour 88' F, Wind 10 Var. 
Tires 28 lbs - Shell Regular Gas (90.6 Octame) 800 lbs (driver, 2‘passengers 
luggage, gasoline.) 

\ No Air With Air With E.G.R. No E.G.R. 

One Gallon Bottle Test (Highway) 22.5 21.7 22.3 22.5 

Computer Test (Highway)* 23.0 21.8 22.3 22.5 

1977 Chevrolet Caprice Classic (350 cu. in. V8 Engine) 
3 

Catalytic Converter Removed - 52 to 55 Av. Miles Per Hour, 85O F, Wind 5 Var. 
Tires 28 lbs - Shell' Regular Gas (90.6 Octame) 450 lbs weight (driver, 
one passenger & full tank of gas.) 

No Air, No E.G.R. 

One Gallon Bottle Test (Highway) 27.9 M.P.%.: : 

Computer Test (Highway)* 32.0 Av. M.P.G.* 

One Gallon Bottle Test (Highway) 29.1 M.P.G. 

Computer Test (Highway)* 32.7 Av. M.P.G. 

* No Start Up 

With Air, With E.G.R. 

22.8 M.P.G. 

25.0 M.P.G. 

24.7 M.P.G. 
. 

25.5 M.P.G. 

September 1978 
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SUMMARY OF THE GASOLINE MILEAGE RESULTS ON 
THE FIVE TEST CARS 

RESULTS OF HIGHWAY DRIVING 

:EST CAR ORIGINAL GAS SAVER NUMBER OF % OF MILES ADDITIONAL 
", MILEAGE I SYSTEM MILES INCREASE MILES,PER, 

INSTALLED . . INCREASE -. TANK OF GAi 

-. 1970 Cadillac 
Fleetwood ..^a' 
(472 cu.in. V8 

engine) 

13 19 6 46 146 
I _ ._ 1 : .-.I . . . . *, I.. 

!. 1974 Chevrolet 
Classic 
Convertible 
(350 cu. in. V8 

engine) 

15 22 7 46 

I. 1976 Oldsmobile 
Cutlass Supreme 
(350 cu. in, V8 

engine) 

15 64 198 

'. 1969 Cadillac 
Coupe de Ville 
Convertible 
(472 cu. in. V8 

engine) 

13 

24 9 

22 9 64 216 

0 1977 Chevrolet. 
Caprice Classic 
(350 cu. in. V8 

engine) 

17 29 12 70 240 

Average 14.6 23.2 8.6 58 

154 

Average % increase in Mileage 

Average increase in number of miles 

Average increase in number of miles per Tank of Gasoline i90.4 miles 

190.4 

58% 

8.6 miles 

September 1978 
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There have been two completely different types of 
testing conducted on the Company's product "Exhaust GasSaver". 

The first type of testing is for the purpose of 
measuring the automobile internal combustion engine exhaust 
pollutants. 

The second type of testing is for the purpose of 
measuring the actual gasoline mileage obtained by the test 
automobiles that have an "Exhaust GasSaver" installed. 

ENGINE EXHAUST. POLLUTANTS TEST'RESULTS .- I. . 
The measuring of engine exhaust pollutants, also 

known as "exhaust emission control standards" for automobiles, 
were conducted by independent operators who received payment 
from the Company for their services. 

. 
There-were many exhaust pollution tests conducted. 

Every time a major change was made on the "Exhaust GasSaver" 
the unit was then tested on the test car by one of the indep- 
ent shops in the area. Most of the tests were done on a 1970 
Cadillac Fleetwood with a 472 cu.in. engine. This test car 
had 61,473 miles at the beginning of the tests and now has in 
excess of 76,000 miles. No engine work was done on the car 
other than changes of the oil, coil, ignition wires, points, 
Plugs* condenser, oil filters, air filters and the changing 
of 2 rocker arms and 4 lifters. The curb weight of the car 
is 5,260 lbs. This 1970 Cadillac Fleetwood has a 4-barrel 
quadro jet Rochestercarburetor. Tests were also conducted on 
a 1974 Chev. Caprice Convertible with a 350 cu.in. engine and 
a 2-barrel carburetor. The curb weight of this test car is 
4,580 lbs. and the vehicle has 74,064 miles. 

On February 21, 1976 a most significant exhaust 
emission pollutants test took place done by the independent 
shop known as Computerway Automotive Repair Service, Stuart, 
Florida. The test was conducted by Marc H. Ducote, Shop 
Manager. This particular test was witnessed by the following 
peopler Marc M. Ducote, Stuart, Florida: Donald R. Findlay, 
Palm Beach: Kenny Scarborough, West Palm Beach, Florida and 
Donald C. Pletts from the Company. This test was conducted 
on a Hamilton Standard Computer. A copy of the test, marked 
if 1, is attached. The exhaust emissions requirements for a 
1970 model automobile are as follows: California (HC) 350, 
(co) 4%: Chicago (HC) 500, (CO) 4%. The United States 
requirements foti this vehicle are 275 P.P.M. hydrocarbons (HC) 
and 1.5% carbon monoxide (CO). As this test shows the maximum 
amount of CO shown on both idle and at 2500 R.P.K. shows .93$ 
and .02$ of carbon monoxide. The requirements for hydrocarbons 
allowed by the U. S. Government is 275 P.Y.M. As can be seen 
by this test only 150 and 60 P.P.M. of hydrocarbons came from 
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t)le eXhFJ.USt of ‘this car krityiinL’. As can be seen or1 the print. gut 
CO!~J~ of this test tllerc is an emissions check Ir and an emissicrjs 
cht:ck 6. The significance bet:vuen the ernissions check A and L is 
that emission check 3 was done after an adjustment was made in the 
amount of recycled exhaust that was allowed to enter the "Exhaust 
GasSaver". From many tests, the Company was able to ascertain the 
best method and proper place to inject the exhaust gases as well 
as the correct amount of exhaust gases. 

The next test shown is marked $ 2 and was conducted on 
I:;arch 11 , 
had 

1976 with the same equipment on the same engine when it 
67,000 miles. Computer-way Automotive Repair Service also - .'- 

conducted this test. As shown on the print out copy of this test 
all the exhaust emissions were well below the United States, Cali- 
fornja and all other State standards. 

The test marked i;l 3 was also conducted by the same 
optirator and took place on August 19, 1975. The significance 
of this test is that at idle speed (650 R.P.N.) this same 472 cu.i: 
engine showed excellent emission results (80 P.P.M. hydrocarbon 
and .Ol$ carbon monoxide). 
earliest models. 

This was done on one of the Company's 
. 

The test marked # 4 is a most significant test done by 
the same operator on November l'r,1975. Section A of the test show 
the emissions from the engine with the original carburetor on the 
engine with none of the Company's emission equipment attached. Th 
hydrocarbon content of-this test (620 P.P.E. and 500 P.P.IQ.> and th 
carbon monoxide content (2.69 and .15 per cent) of this test is wa 
above the acceptable requirements level of emissions set by the 
States and the U.S. Government. Section C of,the test is also of 
extreme importance because it shows that the "Exhaust-Returner" 
returns to the engine compartment 965 of the same amount of hydro- 
carbons that goes .out of the exhaust pipe and 797; of the carbon 
monoxide. Section B of the test shows high content of hydrocarbon 
and carbon monoxide gases in the engine compartment with the pipe 
open in the engine compartment from the "Exhaust-Returner". 

The test marked 8 5 is self-explanatory as it shows the 
various settings on the test car such as timing, coil available 
voltage, voltage drop, cylinder head compression, R.P.M. at idle, 
dwell, timing, spark plug voltage, spark plug load test, battery 
voltage, etc. 

The test marked # 6 shows how bad the exhaust emissions 
can be from an engine when it is not properly operating. This tes 
was done by Computerized Automotive Center of Lake Park, Florida. 
The hydrocarbons are an unbelievable 2,060 and 2,060 P.P.M. and t1 
carbon monoxide at 4.10% and 10.12%. All of this, of course, 
completely unacceptable by any standards. 

Tests marked # 7 and i;r 8 give all the current engine 
settings on the 1970 Cadillac Fleetwood test car. 
latest unit was installed for these tests. 

The Company ' s 
This was tF;e, first 

of t11e casted units made out of an aluminum alloy. 



2500 J?.I- 

Hydrocarbons (P.P.R.) 70 50 
90 

Carbon Monoxide (5;) .44 .04 
.46 . 02 
-67 

Test #'lo is the chemical analysis of the solid pollutant 
(particulates) that were collected in the Company's "Exhaust GasSav 
This test was corlducted by Everglades Laboratories, Inc., of West I 

%.) ~ , ..,. .Eeach, Florida. ,.1 is* . I 
Test # 11 was conducted on a 1974 model dhevrolette Capri 

Convertible with a 350 cu.in. engine and a Z-barrel carburetor. TL 
is the first vehicle that the Company built a 2-barrel unit for and 
also using a 350 cu.in. General Motors engine. This print out test 
shows all the engine settings and also the satisfactory exhaust 
pollutants emission check. This test was alsobconducted by Compute 
way Automotive Repair Service. 

Chart # 12 gives the exhaust emission standards for the 
States of Arizona, California, Revada, New Jersey, I'Cew York and the 
city of Chicago. 

Gasoline Mileage Tests The second type .of testing was 
conducted by the Company, and usually with one or more passengers 
as witnesses, for the purpose of testing gasoline mileage. Since 
the gas mileage tests may be verified by anyone who would care to 
ride in one of the test vehicles only significant results are bein: 
reported. Over 10,000 miles were driven in the 1970 Cadillac F'lee' 
wood while doing the gasoline tests. The gallon bottle test was 
deemed by the Company to be the most accurate and was conducted on 
the highways in actual traffic. The driver turns off the fuel pum: 
line and allows the gas to flow into the carburetor from the gallo! 
bottle. When the gallon is completely used the engine stops, and 
the car rolls to a stop and the mileage is recorded. Tests were 
conducted in many types of conditions. As the Company's product 
was improved so was the improvement in gasoline mileage and a.50 
better exhaust emission resulted. 

On October 14, 1976 the latest casted unit on the 1970 
Cadillac obtained 19.4 miles on one gallon of gas. Testing condit 
were ideal. This unit is the casted unit that will go into. pro- 
duction to be used on General Motors aut .;obiles with k-barrel 
carburetors. 

The best mileage obtained on the last prototype model 
(quadrojets) before casting was 19.1 miles on one gallon of gas. 
The average mileage of tests on this model was 18.6 miles per 
gallon. 

Regular gas (89 octane) was used on all of the above 
tests. High octane tests were conducted with no appreciable 
improvement in the mileage or drive ability on the 1970 Fleetwood 
Cadillac. 



A series of mileage tests were conducted with the 
Cadi'lac test car as follows on July 6, 1976. 

Auto with original carburetor, coil, wires, but in as 
near perfect tune as possible but without the Company's product: 
Regular gas 12.6 miles on one gallon of gas: Unleaded gas 11.8 
miles on one gallon of gas. 

The original gas mileage test done by the Company in 
1975 on this Cadillac Fleetwood with the original equipment pro- 
duce-d 12.6 miles on one gallon of gas. f. . , ,'_ -- 

New radial tires were added to the car as well as new 
shocks. There was no increase in gasoline mileage. li';any tests 

-were conducted which produced 17 to 18 miles per gallon. ='.- A %- L..., 51 
_ . _.. _ - . . . 1 

Summary of Gasoline Mileage Results usin,o Regular Gasoline 
on Highway 

1970 CADILLAC 

Car with original equipment 

Car with Company product installed 

12.7'miles on one gallon 
of gas 

19.4 miles on one gallon 

Car with Company product installed 
of gas 

19.1 miles of one gallon 
of gas 

1974 CHEVROLET 
--. 

Car with original equipment 14.6 

Car with engine modification 16.5 

Car with Company product installed 19.4 

20.0 
20.4 
20.6 

miles on one gallon 
6f gas 

'miles on one gallon 
of gas 

miles on one gallon 
of gas .I 1) 0 

8, 9, 11 
,I 0 ,a 

Three different gasoline octanes were tested on this 
car on Earth 24, 1977 with the following results, 

Regular gas (85.9 octane) 
No-lead gas (88 octane) 
High Test gas (95 oc%dne) 

19.0 miles per gallon 
21 . 6 " " " 
22.0 no 8, M 
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On I.iay 4th, 5th. and 6th. of this year (1977) the 
,:pany conducted tests on a 1976 model Oldsmobile Cutlass 
,lrcme, with a 350 cu.in. 
t carburetor. The 

engine and a four-barrel quadro- 
"Energy GasSaver" unit installed on 

is car is the 2nd. casted model that will go into production. 

Test marked jj 13 shows the satisfactory emission 
' ,~ck with. the 2580 .R.P.h. te.st showing the lowest results 

any of the previous testsr .._ . . . 

Ilydrocartons (P.P.M.) 40 

The gasoline mileage tests were as anticipated, 
substantial improvement over the car before installation 

I.' the "Energy GasSaver": 

,76 OLDSMOEILE CUTLASS SUPREME 
. 

Car with original equipment (on highway) 14.1 miles on 
one gallon 
of gas 

Car installed with "Energy GasSaver" 
(on highway) 26.4 miles on 

one gallon 
of gas 

Car installed with "Energy GasSaver" 
'(mixed driving) 

Car installed with "Energy GasSaver?-- 
(City driving) 

20.2 miles on 
one gallon 
of gas . 

15.4 miles on 
one gallon 
of gas 



ACCEPTABLE 
TEST VALUE -’ 

ACCEPTABL 
LOW LedIT HI& LIMIT 

ANY CAR, vis 

933 EMISSIONS CHECK -h 

T)>;t t l -.. -. ’ 67,. ,,:, $.y,.. r is’o‘ 

'. I- 65 -1,; 1 l 39 2.50 * 
-a-_ 80 280 
---- -17 2.50 

-2 4; . 933 EMISSxONS CHEC!~:*.., 

z IZ < 67 ---- 150 2cD 
68 -a-- -93 2.50 

!x.- -‘> . i 86 - -e-w 

;r’fh’ $57 
60 28[! 

-m-w -02 2 . ‘-, 0 

TEST 
YUMaER TEST DCSCHlPTlOn LHrrs 

001 
002 
003 

cm 
005 
to6 

007 
OOI 
cm- 
010 
011 
01: 

013 
OIA 

015 
016 
017 
018 

018 
010 

0.?1--Da 

029 
030 
011-031) 

039 
OJO 
GUI-048 
049 
050 

051-038 
039 

6An my VOLTAGE - PRECONDITIONED VOLTS 
BATTEHY CURHENT DRAIN .AMrs 
SPARE . 
SPARE 

COIL PRIMARY VOLTAGE (*) m-6-s 
DfSl%lMUTDR POINT VOLTAGE DROP VOLTS 
SPARE 
SPARE . . . 
CHAHKIN~ S-TARTER CURRENT ILOw LIMIT) AMPS 
CRANKING STARTER CURRENT U4CG+4 LIMIT) AMPS 
STARTER CABLE VOLTAGE WOP VOLTS 
BATTiRb To RELAY VOLTAGE WP al?3 . . 
STARTER WNTROL VOLTAGE VOLT3 
BATTERY CRANKING VOLTAGE VOLTS 
BATTERY TO COIL VOLTAGE DROP 

. , - 
* VoLls -’ 

CRANKIHC RPM . 

Si’AWE 
.W” _ 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE (Kv PROBE IN COIL KwLrp 
TOWER) ‘. 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE KbQLTS 
D~STR~EUTOR ROTOR CA? VDLTAGE u wxrs 
SPANK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE *VOLTS 
DWELL--CRANKllti : 

DEtrtEES 
BASIC TIMING-CRANKING (VACUUM DISCA,NN~~O) DEGRLES 

060 
061 

cd2 

RELA&E CYLINDER COMPHESSlON 

SPARE 
CURB IDLE 
CYLINDER POWER CON’+FfIBUTbDN 

DWELL 
BAStC TIMING (NO VACUUM) 

SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE 

CO!L AVAILABLE vOLTAGE (KV PROBE IN COIL 
TOH’CR~ 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE 
ROTDN.GAP WLTAGE .s 

OISTRlOUTOR CApACl?0R TEST -_ . 

cm COIL TEST 
064 FAST IOLE 
ms LOW CURB IDLE 
066 MANIFOLD VACUUM 
067 HYVROCAHBDNCONTENT 
060 CARBON MONOXIDE CONTENT 

069 SPARF 
070 BATTERY TO COIL WCTAGE DROP 

071--076 SPAWt,PPLUGLOAOTE5T 
073-OS5 SPARE 
006 HYDhDtARBOH CONTENT 

OB7 CARBON MONOXIDE CONTENT 
OUB DWELL 
069 MECHANICAL ADVANCE 

W TOTAL ADVANCE 
091 SPARE 
092 BATTERY TO COIL VOLTAGE Df?Of’ 

093 COIL AVAILABLE ~GLTACE 

091 SPARE 
095 BATTERY VOLTAGE . 

W6 RFGULATOR L)rTTtRY VOLTAGE 

097 SPARE 
Wd rLTE RNArOY OlJTPl17 v01. TACf 

lm- SPARE 

Iv0 SPAhC 

K HKTS 
Y \roeTS 
COlDiTs 

LEvfL’ 

KU&-S 
RrY .’ . 

RM * 

rsa.’ 
PPU 

PERCLNl 

-.F 
K vo;TS 

Phi. . 

PEWCEHT 

O-WEE5 
MCJcEES 

DEGREES 

% OLTS 



,IDN-0008 ANY CAR, V8 

!=Gd{*6 --_- 70 -280 
187 ---- .02, 2.50 

i&c 67 
131+rf f 68 

---- 150 280 
--me .90 2.50 

.f _.. . 
TCST OLScriIr7ioh -., ,.. :- . . _ - - urlq_ 1 

Loo1 
(xu 
ocJ3 

‘8&i 
.oos 
Ga 
007 
OOB. ‘. 

.; 
* .811 . - 

,012 . 
013 ’ 
0!4 .; 
015 : 

.i 

. 

BATTERY ,‘X, RELAY VOLTA&C 

STARTLR ~Nl-kOL VOLTAtE 

BATTERY CRANKIN VOLTAGE 
. . ~AT-TERRY TV COIL VOLTAGE MOP 

,.. 8H.;‘M. . CRANUING RPM 
. . f -. be 

.‘- 
011 .. SPARE . . . ,‘.” . 

:v -.‘.. 
. *‘-A 

. . [ 
.(. r : yy.: 

A”.. . .- I 
ps WIL AVAILABLE 

DWELL-CRANKI~+C ” - - 

0 . 
c.lo ._.- ‘. .- CURB IDLE 

CYLINDER PCZNER CONTRIBUTCU 

SPARK PLUG FIHINQ VOLTAGE 

060 COIL AVAiLABLE VOLTAGE. 

Ml ROTVR GAP VOLTAGE 

. . ‘DrP .- 
,“..I ta . 

,- . ..‘I 

DISTRIBUTOR CAPACITVR =T 
‘. 

COIL TEST .- .‘, 
FAST IDLE 

Low CURB IDLE :. . 

MANIFOLD VACUUM , . ..- 

HYDROCARBON WNTEM7 ’ 

CARDON FXIDE CONTENI 
SPARF G 
BATTERY 70 COIL VOLTAGE DROP 

SPARKPLUGLOADTEST 

SPARE 
NYOROCARBON CONTCNT . 

CAHBVN WNOXIOf CONTENT 

DWELL 
b.lECHANICAL ADVANCE . *-’ 

TOTAL ADVANCE 

SPARE 
BATTERY TV COIL VOLTAGE W?Op 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE 

SPARE . 
BhTTEWYmLTAGt’ 
REOULATOR BATTERY VOLTAGe 

SPARE 
ALTLRNATOROUrPUTVOLfAtE 

SPARE 
3PAkC ’ ‘: 

. . . 

- IHDICATCS OUT OF I IMIT COtIOlTIO~ 

LI INDICA~TS LthNUhL,.Y LNTLWCD 7E‘jT VALUE 



-._ 

Y-- - 

1, I 
L 
i 

_^_L_ _- --- - - . -- ..-- -.- __---- 
- 

tIDN-0008 ANY CAR, V8 

952 EMISSIONS CHECK -~- 

6f3 d- 

9°C ( ;,; 
e-m- $0 280 

I ---- ,., . 1 -. ;.- 0 1. : 1 2 5 0 ? ._-. 
3904 280 
.99 2.50 

ACCEPl ABLE 
TlST NUMUt-h TEST VALUE 

AccErlAeLf TEST 
- 

LOW LIMIT HIGH LlhllT I NlJ~trEli TEST DESCRIPTION UNITS : 

‘I i 

WI BATTERY VOLTAGE - PRECONDITIONED vo0-s 
002 tIATTEHY CUHHENT DRAIfl . ‘,. AtiPS - 
003 SPARE ‘! *. . . 

c - 
004 SPARE. . ;, ‘. 
005 COIL PRIMARY VOLTAGE (*I - - :, WILTS 
OLX DISTUlBUTOk POINT VOLTAGE OftOt= . VOLTS 
O(I) SPAHE > 

. , 
(rob SPARE 

Do3 CHANKING STARTER CURRENT ILOW LIMIT) AMPS 
010 CRANKING ST -a. I Et? CuhHENT (HIGH LIMIT) AMP5 
011 5TARTERCAbLEVOL-l-AGE DROP : VOLTS 
012 BATTERY TO RELAY VOLTAGE OROP 2 VOLTS 
01.3 STARTER CONTROL VOLTAGE. 

* 

t)AiTEirY CRANKING VOLTAGE. 
.b VOLTS 

014 >Pl-, - .w VOLTS 
015 BATTCRY TO COIL VOLTAGE DROP vDL17z, 
016 CRANKING RPM -. . .‘.I - RPM 
017 SPARE .. i 

018 COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE IKV PROBE tN COIL UVOL-IS 
TOWER1 ,.’ . 

019 COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE “- * . _ K VOLTS I I 020 Dl5TRlt3UTOR ROTOH GAP VOLTAGE . K VOLTS 
O?l-D2O SPARK PLUG FIHING VOL’IAGE KVOLl-5 
023 DWELL-CHANKING . -. DEGREES 
030 imSIC ~MING-CRAIIKING (VACUUM OISCONNE~~ED) OEGRELs 

\ 031-038 

039 

HEUTIVE CYLINDER COMPHESSION ,., , ;... : 

SPARE . l ’ ** 

PEPESNT 
.. * -;. 

. -. -. : 

040 CURB IDLE 

Ml-018 CYLINDER POWER CONTRIYUTION ‘* .. 
RPM -4 . . 

.‘j PERCENT 
a49 DWELL . LEGREES 
OS0 BASIC TIMING (NO VACUUM) : DEGREES 
OS\-OS8 SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE . -. K VOLT5 

K VOLTS 2 g>V COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE (KV PhOBC IN CO!L - 

:.- 
TObyER) 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE ’ 060 : . UVOLTS 

061 ROTORCAPVOLTAGE Y VDLTS 
. . -. 015THlpulOR CAPACITOR TEST COUNTS 

_ - -‘.-_ .-I -. :*-&- ---- . ..i __,- 

063 . COIL TEST *_ U VOLTS 
064 FAST IDLE RPM 

cJ65 . LOW CURB IOLE l * RPM 
CM MANIFO~O VACUUM . PYA 
c&t - ~YDROCARI~ON CONTENT PPM 
06e CARBON MONOXIDE CONTCNT PERCENT 
UJP SPARE 
070 BATTERY TO COIL VOLTAGE OHOP VOLTS 

07 l-078 SPAHK PLUG LOALJ 1 L‘S7 K VOLTS 
079-085 SPAHE 
O&6 HYOHOCARBON CONTENT PPM 
087 CARBON MONOXIDC CONTENT PEWCENT 
088 OWELL - CilxRCES 
089 h%fCtiANICAL ADVANCE MGHEES 

W TOTAL ADVANCE DEGREES 
OII SPARE 
oY2 BATlERY TO COIL VOLTAGE OHOP VOLTS 
093 COIL AVAILAULE VOLTAGE K VOLT5 
094 SPAHE 
095 BATTERYVOLTAGE VOLTS 

096 ~EGuLATORBATT~HYVOLTAGE _ VDLT,rg 

097 SPARE 
098 

,’ 
ALTERNATOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE . . VOLTS 

039 SPARE 

.’ 

VEHl~‘-E TEST fiEF-‘ORT *. 

. . .3. 
L 

l INDICATCS OUT OF LIMIT CONDITlOh 
M I~~UICATC~ MAN~IAL.LV CNTChLD TCST VALUE 



933 EM1 SSIONS CHCCK , 

.jJ 933 EMISSIONS CHECK 

690* 280 
3.274 2.50 

630* 280 
*IS 2.50 

933 EMISSIONS C IlECK 

600* 280 
2.12 2.50 

4Eio* 280 
*II 2-50 

-. 

280 
2.50 

,280. _ 
2.50 ., 

k1~rnilton U ,^,..... - . ..., -.. . ..*a. C....” ..-. 
!;rarrdrir-d RI 

‘T REPORT 

17) 

001 
002 

003 
DM 
OJ5 
om 

037 
008 

OW 
010 
011 
012 

013 : 

014 

015 

016 
017 * 

011 , 

019’ 
020 
02 I-028 

029. : 
030 
031-019 
039 
040 

(ul-pl9 
cu9 

050 

ost-058 

059 
. 

060 

ml 

062 

063 
064 
06s 

cob 

067 

068 

69 
070 
071-071) 

074-on5 

c&b 
on7 
088 

on9 

W 
01 

DYZ . 
093 

D94 
095 

C9b . 

oY7 
058 

BAT-~CRY VOLTAGE - PRECONDITIONED _ VOLTS 
YATTEHY CUHRENT DkAlN 

. 
AMF%-. 

SPAhE 

SPARE 
COIL PR&ARY VOLTAGE (*) _ VOLTS 
DlSTHlBLJTOR POINT VOLTAGE PROF’ VOLTS 
SPARE 

SPARE 
CRANKING b?&=tTER CURRENT (LOW LIMIT) ANP5 
CRANKING STArlTEH CURRENT (H&t-i LIMIT) AMPS 
STARTER CABLE VOLTAGE DROP VOLTS 
BATTERYTOHELAY VOLTAGE DtiOP VOLTS 
STARTERCONTROLVCJLTAGE VCJLTS 
BATTERY CRANKING VOLTAGE . . VQUS 
UATTERWlQ COIL VOLTAiE DROP ? ;. VOLTS 
CRANKING kPM 

’ 
RPM 

SPARE 
COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE (K... PROBE IN COIL K L.OLTs 

TOWERS 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE : . KUXTS 
. DISTRIBUTOR ROTDR GAP VOLTAGE . K bQLTS 

SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE KVOLTS 
DWELL-CRANKING DiGHEEI 

‘BASIC TIMING.CRANKING IVACUIJM DISCONN~CTCQ) DEGREES 
RELATIVECZ;YLINDEH COMPRESSIDN PERCENT 
SPARE 
CuRB IDLE 
CYLINDER POWER CON~HIBUTION 
DWELL 
BASIC TIMING (NO VACUUM) 

SPARK PLUG FIkING VOL’IAGP _’ 

COIL AVAILAbLE VOLTAGE (KV PROBE ,N COIL 
TOWER) 

COIL AVAILADLE VOLTAGE 

ROTORGAPVOLTAGE 

01>TklDUT0h CAPACITOR TEST 

COIL TEST 

FAST IDLE 
LOW CUHB IDLE 

MANIF’OLC! VACUUM 
HYDROCARBON CONTENT 

CAHbON MONOXIDE CtiNTENT 

SPAHF 
BA?l CRY TO COIL VOLTAGE DROP 

SPAHK PLUG LOAD TE5.T 

SPARE 

HYDROCARBONCONTENT 
CARuON MONOXIDE CONTENT 

DWELL 
MECHANICAL AUVAhCE 

TOTAL ADVANCE 

SPARE 
BATTERY TO COIL VOLTAGE DROP 

COIL AVAILAbLE VOLTAGE 

SPARE 
BATTERYVOLTAGE 
REGULATORBATTERYVOLTAGE 

SPAHE 
ALTEkNATOROUTPUTVOLTAGE ’ ; 

. . .r 

RPM 
PEkCENT 
r.mxEES 

DEGREES 

KVOLTS 
K VOLTS 

KvoLl-5 

K MLTS 
COW75 

LEVEL 

K UXTS 
HM 

urn 
PM* 
PPN 
PEkCENl 

VOLTS 

N VOLTS 

PPM 
PERCENl 
DECREE? 

OfCREEL 

DEGREE: 

VOLTS 

K VOLTS 

VOLTS 

VOLTS 

099 * .’ SPARE , 

loo, .‘.. SPARE 
1’ . _* 

. . 
y, : 

,: 1 

- 

4 
. . . . ..i . 

_‘. ” 

l IlrulC~TfS OUT OF LIMIT CONDITION 

H ItrOlCATfS MANUALLY f NTfRE 0 1CS.T VALUf 

75’r4b!rl 



VEHICLE TEST REPORT 

. . . . ’ 
. .\.I” , 

TEST‘hUMIKR 
ACCCP 1 AYLE 

TEdT VALUL 
ACCtPfABLL 

. . Low LIMIT c(IGM LIMIT 

I 

lDt!-031 I 

. . ._ 35.. .- 
. 36 

37 
35 

420 

0 WC 

40 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 

* ‘cc 

5;: 
57 
56 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
73 
62 

6.3 7 -5 ---- 
-w-m 

l 1 
-1 

540 560 cbii 
28.0 30.3 32.3 
-m-w 5 . 11 6. II 

G Y ;j 

- Pr. I :lk:;‘; 

540 
6.5 
7.0 
7-O 
7.3 
7. 0 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
7-n 

--mm 
v-w- 
---- 
w--w 
w--m 
e-s- 
---- 
--we 

L’ 2 . L 

I tiiJ I T I ;ki 

590 
28 . :I $1 

3.3 
9.0 
9 .j 
9 f 
9:; 
Y-t3 

10-l. 
9.7 

. (1 
1.6 
1-O 
1.1 

. :: 
1.0 

. ri 
1 .ii 

23.G 
.*,\ 

i 
i 

6GO 
8-5 

lC.@ 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
16.U 
lC.0 

I-. .o 
g.0 
II - 0 
f.5 l II 

i: - (I 

:! . 0 

3.r: 

8.C 

e--m 

TCST 
NUMBER TCST DELCRlPTtDh UWB 

BATTERY VOLTAGE - PRECONDITIOW~D nol 

42 
00) 
004 

005 
006 

007 
001 

00) 
010 
00 
00 

011 
014 

01s 
016 
017 

011 

019 
020 
OLl--028 
029 

030 

0~1-031 

019 
040 
04I--D1A 
04s 
050 
OSI-osm 

05b 

060 
C%l 

062 

06) 
ol.4 
ti5 
066 

csl 

(Km 

069 

070 

01 I-078 

079- 015 
OIb 

Oil? 

011( 

OUP 

W 
031 
092 

03) 
094 
095 
036 

Q)7 
031 

Vi9 
Ill0 

BATTERY CURRENT DRAIN 
SPARE 
SPARE 
COIL PRIMARY VOLTAGE (0) 

DISTF~IBU’IDR POINT VOLTAGE DROP 

SPARE 
StiARC - . , 

CRANMING STU)TfR CURRENT (LOW LIMIT) 

CRANKING STARTER CURRENT THIGH LIMIT) 
STARTER CAULK VOLTAGC broP 
BATTERY 70 WELAY WLTACC DNOP 

STARTERtONTIlOLVOLTAGC 

BATTLRY CRANKING VOLTAGE’: -” : 

BATTE4?Y,TO COIL VOLTAGE D&OP 
CRANKING RPM 
SPARE 
COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE tKy PkOBY IN Q)IL 

TOWfRRI 
COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE *b&7 
DtSTRleUTOW ROTOFZ GAP VOLTAGE *voa 
SPARK PLUC FIRING VOLTAGE . . 

. . tc\oc’ 
OWE LL-CRANKING aEWL 
UASIC TIMINGCHAN. . .& IVACUUM OlSCCMN~JED\ DEGRE 
REU-kC CYLINDYR CCluPRCSSlOm PaPa 
SPARE 

. -: -. 

CURB IDLE mPM 
CYLIHDER POWER CONTRIBUTKk ruuf 
DWELL McaA 
BASIC TlMkG tN0 VACUUM) DEGnRE 
SPANU PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE KVOC 
COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE (UV Pt?OBC IN COtL an 
. TGhLR) 

COIL AVAIL ABLE miT*CE ’ . l VCK’ 
ROTORGAPVOLTACE -. 
DIS~IBUTOR CAPACITOR TEST 

,;. Km 
.cDw’l 

LEVEL 

COIL TEST avoL 
FAST IDLE 

_ . 
* : . I+M 

LOW CURB lax BPM 
MANIFOLD VACUUM , ,I::: PSI* 
HYDROCARBON CONTENT :1: . ?PM’ . . 
CARSON MwOXiDE CONTENT . -aIlc 
F.IpAF(f ,.. 

64TTERY TO COIL WI.TAGf DROP 

SPARU ?LUG LOAU~lfST 

i . . . ‘;:.y+ 

SPAHE 

?;** 

HYUROCARBOH CONTENT PPM 

CARbON MDNOXIDL CONTENT pfm 

DWELL MCI, 

MECHANlCAi AQVAMCE Dfu. 

TOTAL ADVANCE nEGF 

VOLTS 
wkn 

SPARE 
BATTERY TO COIL VOLTAGE OROP 

COlL AVAILABLC VOLTAGE 

WOL‘ 

KM 

SPARE 
BATTERY VOL TACE . VDL‘ 

PEGULATOR 811 rEWY VOLTAGE ML 

SPARE 
ALTEHfrATOR OUTPUT VGLTAGC boL 

!iPARC 
?.PAWT 

ii- 



:+ 

- ..r 

,- 

VEN ICLE TEST REPORT 

I I I . 
TCST NuMUfR 

I 

ACCEPI ABLC 

Low LIMIT 

I 

TCS? VALUE 

I 

ACCEPTABLE 
HIGH LIMIT 

I I 

140’ 

I Di.l- 0 2 ! I 

. 

i 
L 

. . ,. .- : 

TEST 
hLJMtJER 

l-01 
‘Jo?. 
003 
o&l 

005 
0m 

007 
DI’$ 
WY 
010 
011 
012 
013 

014 

015 
016 
017 

018 

019 
020 
021-026 

029 
030 
03l-gnb 
036 
010 
w1-0A9 

(Y9 

050 
051-059 

059 

060 

061 

082 

063 

ebb 

TEST DE~CRIPTJCICI till8 

Uhl-fERY VOLTAGE - PRECONOInOrrED VDLTF 
UATTERY CURRENT DRAIN AMPS 

099 

070 
071. 078 

07Y. 085 
o!l6 
ori 

Ob8 

Ob9 

w 
09) 

092 
091 

061 
cm 
096 
041 
099 

Q)9 
too 

SPAHE 

SPARE 

COIL PRIMARY VOLTAGE(*) ml? 
OlYW?lbU?UR POINT vOLThGL DROP WLr, 
SPARE 

SPAPS.-, 
CRhNI(lNC STARTER CURRENT ILOW LIMIT) _ AUPS 
CRANKING STAITER CURRENT 4nK.m LIUIT) Aus 
STARTER CASLE VOLTAGE DROP VoLr 
BATTERY TO RELA’I vOLTaCE UROP mr 
STARTER CONTROL vDLTItE WDLl- 
BA’l-TERY CRANKING VOLTAGE WLT - .-. 
YATTERY To mlL VOLTAliE DROP ‘- ’ ‘WLP 
CRANKI& RPM . . L_ *PM 
SPARE 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE My PROM IW CocL KVOL 
rnwcd 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE aucn 
DtSTRlbUTDR ROTOR GAP vOLTAGE cl- 
SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE *boL 
DWELL-CRANKING OLGU 
EIASIC TIMING CRANKING (VhCUUM DtSCOrmUCrrDj OEGh 
REUTlvE CYLINDLU WMPRCSSON lyRC 
SPARE 
CUR8 IDLE *CM 
CYLINDER POWER CONTRIBUTKW Knc 
DWEU OEU 
hrSIC TIMING (NO VACUUM\ WGC 
SPARK PLUG FIWINC VOLTAGE KW 
COIL AVAILABLE VOLIhtE o(V PROBE INCO*C. -U M 

TONER\ 
COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE 
ROTOR GAP VOLTAGE 

OISTI(lbUX)R CAPAClmR TEST 

COIL TEST 
FAST IOLE 
LOW CURB IDLE 
MANIFOLD VACUUM 
HlDRCChRBOII CONTEMT 

CAJ?BON MONOXIOL CONTEN? 
SPIRE 
BATTERY m wk VOLTAGE mo* 

SPARK PLUG LOAD tES1 

SPARE 
wYDHOCARBON CONTENT 
CARBON t.+ONOXIDE CONTENT 

OIuELL 
MECWANICAL ADVANCE 

TOTALADVANCE 

SPARE 
BATTERY TCJ COIL VOLTAGE DROP 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE 

SPARE : 
BATTERY VOLTAGC . 

REGLJLhTOR BATTERY VOLTAGE 
SPARE : 
ALTERNATOR OUTPLJT VOLTAGE 

SPARE 

SPARE 

. 6 



. 

.s 

\ 

i 

I 

I 

, -7 

: +.+lM8fR 
ACCCFTABLE 

LOW LIMIT 
TEST VALUE 

ACcEPTARLE 
WIGPI LIMIT 

!O 

:-COO8 

5 
c 

31 
7” . &. 
33 
34 
35’ .’ 
36 
3’ 
3 H 
4n 
4 9 
Ej,j; 

51 
L: 5 

5; 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
71 
72 
73 
7 4 
75 
7 h 
77 
78 
95 
6 0 
70 
50 
9c 
49 
55 
50 
L 1 
i, T 
-I ‘1 
5 I-J 

5 

A:J’. cr,T?, V% 

5. 0 
---- 

?I? :J 
’ 75 

?5 
75 
75 
75 
?S 
‘5 

3c2 
---- 
---a 

7.0 
7.3 
7-c 
7.0 
7-C 
7.0 
7.0 
7-a 

---- 
---w 
---- 
--SW 
---- 
B--w 
---- 
e-v- 

12.7 
22. 0 
--es 
---w 
---- 
w--w 

22. C 
---- 
---- 

c 
---- 
-m-s 

5.9 

1’ . .f! 
. I 
ij ‘) 
90 
il 
81 
90 .i a._ 
9 Fj 

-1 rlo- 
9rj 

350 
33.0 
33.2 
Il.6 
11.7 
11.6 
10.7 
10.7 
11.0 
12. 0 
1 I .2 

1.3 
1.2 

00 
2.4’ 
I -t-i 
2.5 
2.5 

-6 
14.0 
21.5’ 

9.4’ 
18.0’ 
61 .4* 
25.8 
21 -s* 
l?.rl 

?.’ ., 
t; tz 

:jrr . I, 
13.7 

-0” 

ewe- 
-3 

1Gl 
lC0 
100 
1I)c 

-1nr: - 
Ion 
lP!l 
109 

.?Bf?O 
30.0 
33.8 
16-C 
lG=O 
16-C 
16.C 
16-Z 
lC.cl 
16.0 
16.3 

8-C 
8.3 
c-c 
E-C 
6 . 0 
8-C 
8. 0 
8-C 

15.5 
w--- 

8.0 
to.0 
60.0 
90.0 
---- 

(al-l. I; 
7 .I; 

!. 
9c. n 
cc.0 
---.. 

rt11l-c3rl ( , . . u . . -. , . . . . . :?cl;f I-cl I%. . 

TEIT 
HUMbiR 

WI 
w2 
003 
OM 

005 
OOI 

007 
001 
000 
010 
011 
012 
OlJ 

014 
015 

016 
017 

016 

TEST DCSCRIF~IO(~ 

BATTERY VOLTAGE - P~ECO~~ITIOHCO 
BATTERY CURRENT DRAIN 

SPAHE 

SPARE 
COIL PRIMARY VOLTAGE (0) 
blSlRIBUTOR POINT VOLTAGE DROP . 

SPARE 
SPARE 
CRANKING STABTER CWRENT (LOW Llr*l~ 
CRANKIt& STARTER CURhENT (,,,G” LIMIT) 

STARTER CABLE VOLTAGE DROP 
BATTERY TO RELAY VOLTAGE DHOP 
STARTER CON?7+OL VOLTAGE 

BATTERY CRANKING VOLTAGE 
. 

bATTLRY TOCOIL V6LTAGE DHOP 
. ’ 

VOLT 
VOLT 

L, *Mm 
AuP2 
ML7 
WLT 
VOLT 

..P : VOLT 

VOLT . . RPU . _ --.- 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE lKV PROLIE IN C& - uw 
rowtm I 

COtL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE UW 
DISTRISUT~R Ram GAP VOLTAGE .i uvo 
SPARK I’CUG FIRING VOLTAGE *w 
DWELL-CRANKING _. 1. 

OEGf 
BASIC TIMINGCRANKING fVACUlJl.4 CUSC~nTEO) DEG? 

RE dTlVE CnlNDER COMPRESSION PEW 
SPARb 
CURB l0l-K RPM 
CYLINtXR POWER CONTRIBUTION . ’ PE:M 

OWELL DLO 
BASIC TIMING (NO VACUUM) : 

.., OEGZ 
SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTA= uw 
COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE (WV PROBE IH COh KM 

TO&CR) . 
COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE * .,f 

. . . Kvo 
KM 

019 

020 

02 I-026 
On 
030 

031-026 

019 
MO 

01 l-MI 
oA* 

OS0 
OSl- 058 

‘099 

‘MO 
061 

a2 

r(OTOR GAP VOLTAGE 

OISTRIYUTOR CAPACITOR TEST 

m3 COIL ?-EST 
OftA FAST IDLE 
MS LOW cuee IDLE 
06s M)ANIFOLD VACUUM 
067 HYDROCARBONCONTENT 
001 CARBON w3tdOxlDE CONTENT 
069 SPARE 
070 BATTERY To COIL VOLTAGE OkOP 

071-076 SPARtiPLUGLOAuTESl 
079-011s SPARE 
Of46 WYDWOCARBON COtdTENT 

067 CAUboh HONOXIDL CONTENT 
011 DWELL 
089 MECHANICAL ADVANCE 

w TOTAL ADVANCE 

091 SPARE 

092 DAt-TCRY To COIL VOLTAtE 0-P 
093 COIL AVAILADLE VOLTAGE 
091 SPARE 
09s BATTERY VOLTAGE . 

C96 HEGuLATDRI~ATTCHYVOLTACE 
097 SPARE 

ov6 ALTERNATOR OUTPUT v01 TACC 
w9 r;r*ne 

l(w SrARL 

- cow 
Lcv: 

VOL 
uvc 

PPM 
PtR 
DEC. 
DPG 
DCG 

WL 
KV 



L’EHICLE TEST REPORT 

lCbT.NU~~~ 
ACCEP-rABLt 

TEST,VALUf 
ACCEPTABLE 

LOW LIMbT HIGH LIMIT . . 
.’ :.’ . 

-lSOO 

ILid-OGO3 

47 ---- ?fl 280 
t,E m--s . 4 4 2.50 

. 

---- 

1 CJ . c 
lb.0 
16-C 
16.0 
lC.O 
16.0 
1G.O 
1 C. 0 

TEST 
VUMBER TEST DE5CRlPTION utlls 

. 

,._ 

WI 
002 

003 
OM 

005 

ace 

007 
001 

009 
010 
011 

012 

013 
014 

015 
016 
017 
OIB 

019 
020 
02I-02b 

on 
030 
031-038, 

039 
010 
Ml-041 
019 

050 
O>l-051 
OS9 

WO 
CR1 

062 

043 
w4 

06s 
096 
M? 

chl 

w9 

070 

071-078 

079- OIS 

OS 
OU? 
011 

099 

W 
091 
092 

093 

094 
095 
046 

091 

098 
099 
loo 

BAI-YERI VOLTAGE - PRECONDlTlOn~D . UyrS 
QAlTERY CUF(WENT DRAIN *uPe 
SPARE 

. 

SPARE 
COIL PRIMARY VOLTAGE (*) van 
DISTRI!+UTDH POlNT VOLTAGE DHOP van 
SPARE 
SPARE 
CWANKlNti STARTER CURRENT ILOW Li;IlT) AMPS 
CRANKING STARTCH C-RENT tt(lGU LbHIl) AUPS . 
STARTER CABLE VOLTAGE DROP VDLTS 
BATTERY TO RELY VOLTAGE DROP VDLn 
STARTERCONTROCVOLTAGX vckn 
BARRY CRANKwG VOLTAGE . VDLn 
BATTERY To COIL WLTACE DROP ‘. ’ %oLn 
CRANKING UPM - . . . -- .- 

. 
SPARE 
COIL AVAIUBLE VOLTAGE IKV PROBE IN CO& *u&n 

TOWER\ 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE IrmTL 
OISTRtBUTDN ROTOR GAP VOLTAGE K WLn 

SPARK PLUt FIRING VOLTAGE al WL’I: 

DWELL-CRANKING DEGRKC 
8ASbC TIMING-CRANKING (VACUUM DlSCONr)ECTLD) DEl3tLE 
REUhVE CVLlnDEW CDMl3tESS,O+, 

SPARE 

CURB IDLE 

CYLINOEH COWER CONTRIBUTtDN l . 
DWELL 
RASIC TIMING (NO VACUUM) 

SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE 
COIL AVAILAYLE WLTAGE (KV PROBE IN COIL 

TOwEh~ 
COIL AVAILAULC VOLTAGE 
AOIOR GAP VOLTAGE 
DISTRIBUTOR CAPACITOR TEST 

COIL TEST .. 
FAST IDLE 
LOW CURB IDLE 
MANIFOLD VACUbM 
HYDROCAWt4ON CONTENT 

CARBON MONO~;IDC CONTENT 

SPAWE 
BATTERY TO COIL VOLTAGE DROP 

SPARKPLUGLOAD TCST 

SPARE 
HYDROCARBONCONTENT 

CARBON MONOXIDE LONTENT 

DWELL 
MECHANICAL ADVAhCE 

TOTAL ADVANCE 

SPARE 
BATTERY TO COIL VOL TAGE DH3P 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE 

SPARE 
BATTERY VOLTAGE . 

REGULATOR BATTFXV VOLTAGE 

SPARE 
ALTERNATOROUTPUTVOLTAtE 

SPAT(t- 
SPARE 



VEttlCLC TEST REPORT 

‘II l-l-‘NWI)L~ 
ACCEPTAULL 

TEST VALVC 
*ccwT4BLE 

. ,! .Ww LIMIT MICA LIMIT 

1500 

IGN-000% 

c7 ---- 0 f2 c 
brJ ---- . 6 7 F.5 c 
Fji, ---- D 20 0 

“. ‘Z7 .* - ,,-- ‘.‘3:7 I- ..* :.sc 
“._ ._.... _. . ._ _ -..._... 

933 EA.? I 5 7 I :,I14 f cl!F.cl: 

67 ---- 30 280 
68 ---- . ll6 2.53 
at, ---- SO 220 
67 ---- . Cfr 2.53 

(  !J n:. 
. 

. . . I._. . I. 

. 

77 

001 
002 
003 

OW 

00s 
006 
007 

001 
OQ). 
010 
011 

012 

011 
014 

.Q.‘S- ‘-, 
016 

-*- 017 
Olb 

019 
020 
021-021 
029 
030 
011-011 
Ol9 
MO 

011-041 

049 . 
050 
OSI-OS1 

. D59 

r&a 
OI! .! 

062 

061 
064 

a5 
06b 
067 

068 

w9 
070 
071-071 

079- 015 

OU6 
097 

OUI 

099 

MQ 
091 

092 
093 

094 
095 
096 

0)7 
091 

0)9 

lo? 

BATTERY VOLTAGE - PRECONOITIONCO VOLT 
BATTERY CURRENT ORA)N AMP. 
SPARE 

SPARE 

COIL PRlMARy VOLTAGE (.) VOL’ 
OIS?RIBUToR POINT VOLTAGE DROP VOL’ 
SPARE 

SPARE 
CRANKING STARTER CURRENT !WW LJUlT\ AMP 
CRANKING S~AATLR CURR~NT\MIGh LIMIT) AMP 
STARTER CABLE WLTAGE OkoP .voL‘ 
BATTERY To REUY VOLTAGE DROP VOL. 
STARTER CONTROL VOLTAGE VOL’ 
BATTERY CRANKING VOLTAGE . WL‘ 
SATTERY ID COIL VOLTAGE DROP VOL 
CRAP&& RPM 

t_ 
‘wy 

SPARE I. . “.. ‘... . 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE (U,, PROBE IN COIL 
TOWER; 

IF 

COIL AvAILABLC vOLTAGS RU 
DISTRIBUTOR ROTVR GAP WLTAGE UU 
5PARN PLUG FlRlwC VOLTAGE *vc 
DWELL-CRANI<lNG BCG 
BASIC TIMING CRANKING IVACUUM OISCONW&CTEO) DEG 
REqtlVE CYLINDER COMPRESSION PER 
SPARE 
CURB IDLE . RPh 
CYLINOER FOWEH CONTwBUTlOn rfn 
DWflA otc 
BASIC TIMING in0 VACUUM) . . osc 
SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE UH 
COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE (KV PROBE IN COIL au 

IOwLR) ’ - 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGL ‘KH 
ROTOR GAP VOLTAGE b. 

. UH 
DliiTRl8UlOR CAt’AClrDR TEST .’ .coL ‘; 

-: &.I\ 

COIL TEST UY 
FAST IDLE *PI 
LOW CURB IDLE UP@ 
MANIFOLD VACUUN . PSI 
HYDROCARBON CONTENT . yrl 
CARBON MONOXlDE CONTENT l El 
SPARE 
BATTERY To COIL VOLTAGE OROF Ml 

SPARK PLUG Lo;0 TEST I(\ 

SPARE 4 

HYDROCARBON CONTENT l P 

CARSON HONOXIDE CONTENT PC 

DWELL OE 

MECHANICAL ADVANCE ‘DE 

TOTALADVANCE DE 
SPARE 
BATTERY TO COIL VOLTAGE DROP u 

COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE K 

SPARE 
BATTERY VOLTAGE l YC 

REGULATOR BATTERY *bfAGE vc 

SPARE 
ALTERNATOR OllTPUT VOLTACt U 

5PARE 
SPARE 

l INI-JICATCS OUT OF LIMIT COHDITIO~~ 

M INDICATC+ MANIIAL.LY CNTL’YCO lL5T VALUE 



- I (7. 
*.. *.. i 

EVERGLADES LAEiORATORIES. Ih’i=. 78 

804% SOUTHERN nOuLEvAnD 

V.IVLYT PALU b.rc.n. Ft U”ID& z!tsrCm 

ADl3RESS 

I -I- LAB 
I CAR-B&TECH 1 -- -.- 
I 

I -s5 OCEAN AVE , APT 502 

CLIENT 

-- ! 1 

I PALhr BEACH SHORES, FL 33404 I 
I I ---- p---e ------ 

RESIDIIE FOR IFON,LEAD,HYDROCARBON TESTING 
COL 

1 I 
. I ..- ,.) . REC 

. ^^ _ SA!.lPtFD BY: CLIENT _.._ I 1 O-27-76 I 

ACID DIGESTION OF SOLI3: HEPCFir 

IRON 24.‘j$ 

LEAD 4.7% 
-* 

EXTRACTION WITH VOLATILE SOLVEtGT - WEIGHT LOSS 

HYDROCARBONS ( EXTRACTAPLE WITH PETROLEUM ETHER) 7.8$ 

. 



. 

I 

‘fS7 yyusrn 
ACCEPTABLE 

TEST VALUE 
ACCEPTABLE 

.&OW yvir HIW LIMIT I 
-I . . 

-? 1 
5 
6 

31 
3% 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
40 
95 
il9 
51 
5:' 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
55 
71 
‘72 
73 
74 
75 
76 

. 77 
76 
70 
59 

12.5 
7.5 

. 1 
Q4 
fi ( \ 
f-J-? 

Q9 
lno 

99 
or) 
98 

610 
I 4.5 

30. I 
H.3 

12-A 
11 .o 

8.5 
10.5, 

6.f 
IO.ir 
1 I.0 

I .G 

: 8 
3-6 
3.7 
I .7 

-5 
I l 5 
?.4 
5.5 

23.7 
12.0 

-SW- 

.; 

In3 

100 
1nc 
IOC 
100 
102 
100 
IOC 

3oflo 
1= .,. 5 

90.0 
lG.O 
16.0 
IG.0 
16.3 
16.3 
1 t-, . 0 

lC*O 
If,. c 

8.0 
8.0 
1. c 
u-0 
3. 1: 
8 . c 
0.9 
G I .a - . 
:;. 0 

---- 

co. 0 

TEST 
YUMbEN lm17 

001 
002 

003 
OOA 

005 
OC% 

007 
or% 
cc9 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
013 - 

016 , 

017 
011 

019 

020 
021-029 

029 

030 
03 1-03s 
039 

WO 
04!-041 

049 
050 
051-051 

* 059 

060 
Cal 

06: 

663 

WA 
063 ; 

066 
m.7 
063 

w9 

070 
071-078 

079-093 

086 

0.97 

Obb 

099 

-0 
091 
oY2 
091 

094 
09) 
W6 
097 

090 
m9 
100 

BATTERY VOLTAGE - PRECDNDITKMLD 
BATTERY CURhtNT D+AIN 

VOL. 
AMP 

SPAHE 

SPARE : 

COIL PRIMARY VOLTAGE (4) ML’ 
DISTnlBU-fDR POINT VOLTAGE DROP -. ML’ 
SPARE 

SPARE 
CRANKING STARTER CURRENT (LOW LIMIT) Ahw 
CRANKING STARTER CURRENT IHIGH LIMIT) . Abarr 
STARTEH CAt+LE VOLTAGE DNOP ML 
BATTERY TO RELAY VOLTAGE DROP VAX 
STARTER CONlROL VOLTAGE VOL 
BATTERY CRANKING VOLTAGE . . WL 

.BArtERY TO COIL VOLTAGE 0-P . 
WL 

CUhNKiNG RPM & IWM 
SPARE 
COIL AVCIUE’LC VOLTAGE (KV PROBE IN DOK I yC 

TOHER) . 

COIL AVAIUBLC VDLT*66 
. .-‘..: - 

-: *u 
DISTRIBUTOR ROfDR GAP VOLTAGE . ’ -, KU 
SPARK PLUC FIRING VOLTAOE . ., * KU 
DWELL-CRANKING . - r#x 
BASIC TIMI&-CRANKING (VACUUM ~&CC+JNE~T~) D& 
REQTIVK CYLINDER COHPRESSI~W tn3 
SPARE 
CunB IDLf 

: 
:‘A 

CYLINDER mwt-~ ~ONTRI~~~ ;‘ tEH 
DWELL . DCG 
BASIC TIMING (NO VACUUM) 

- ; . . * _ 
WC 

SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE 
COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE LKV PROBE IN &lL 

KW 

. *w 
TOWER\ .’ 

COIL AbAlLABLf VOLTAGE _- .,. au 
ROTORGAPVOLTAGL 

. 

’ . 
xv 

DISTRIBUTOR CAI-ACITOR TEST ,. cm 
. *’ -- Lrn 

COIL TEST . _ bCV 
FAST IDLE . . -nn 
LOW CURB IDLE . 

.nu 
MANIFOLD VACUUM 

.1. 
. . y ta 

HYDROCARBONCONTCNT ‘. ei 

CARBON MONOXIDE CONTENT Pi! 
SPLRF 
BATTERY TD COIL VOLTAGE DCIOP WH 

SPARK PLU‘ LOAU TEbl a\ 
SPARE 
HYDf?OCARBON CONTENT PP 
CARBON MONOXIDE CONTENT . tt 
DWELL : DE 
MECHANICAL ADVANCE Dt 
TOTALADVANCE DC 
SPARE 
BATTERY TO COIL VOLTAGE DROP vo 
COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE a’ 
SPARE 
BATTERY VOLTAGE . vc 
REGULATOR ‘IATTERY VOL I AGE VG 
SPARE 
ALTERNATOR OUTPUT VOL’1AC.L UC 
SPARE 
LPAHIZ 
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EXHIBIT M 

_ _ -.- ------_ ---_- _ i -. __. *, , I <‘i: 
Car-Bo-Tech, Inc. 
145 Ocean Avenue 
Palm Beach Shores, Florida 33404 

Supplemental Report 
:... 

Attn: Suzanne Pletts, Executive 
Vice President 

,).,... ./.*; . . 

SUBiCT: ~- Report of Chemical Analysis., 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE: a. 

Deposit from engine manifold. 

Ii'ORK REQUESTED: 

Chemical analysis. 

RESULTS: 
mrganic) 
Ash (Inorganic) 

41.3%. 
58.7% 

100.0% 

Analysis of Inorganic Ash (58.7% of .total) 

Component 
Aluminum Oxide - 
Jron Oxide 
Lead Oxide 
Zinc Oxide 
Copper Oxide 
Silicon 
1:agnesium Oxide 
Kanganese Oxide 
Calcium Oxide . 

50.0% s 
42.8% 

5.5% 
- 0.3% 

0.2% 
1.1% 

Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
99.9% 

LTV/bIRM/j k 

‘! 1. ’ . 
: 

. 
. 

. . -: t< . . . ._. , . T  . . ., 

.._ 

. : 

/- . 
. .’ 

./ 
. ..-’ 

. 

. 
. \ 

* 

DETROIT TESTING LABORATORY, INC. '.. 

Leslie T. Viland c 
Project Engineer 

'/ 
I 

. 
'I 

,/ 

. I --__.. --. 

- 

Williim ii. Martin, blanager 
Mechanical & Hydraulic Testing . 



1 

82 
.I 

‘I ‘8 . 
’ EVERGLADES LABORATORIES, INC. 

‘ZL I ‘r!T 

I 
1 

BO4B SOUTHERN 8OULEVAND 

WEST PALM BEACH. FLOAIOA 33408 

PnONE ,305 b 68Gb7520 

;\ Ilnr?ESS 
--m 

--r 

aA.iPLE NUMRFP 

CAR-BO-TECH I 
LAB I I 

I 45 
-- -a.- 

I I 

; 19-5 OCEAN AVE , APT 502 
I. 

CLIENT ’ I 

I I ---e 

1 PALM BEACH SkIORES, FL- 33404 1 __ 
I DATE - --- ----- -------- .--- 

l -7 

RESIDUE FOR II~ON,LEAD,HYDROCARBON TFSTINC COL ’ 
I ; I 8 

-- 
AEC ’ I 

5AL~Pl.F D BY: Cl- IENT I 1 O-27-76 I .-- 

ACID DIGESTiON OF SOLID: KE-fORT 

IRON 24.5% 

LEAD 4.7% 
EXTRACTION WITH VOLATILE SOLVENT - WEIGHT LOSS 

HYDROCARBONS ( EXTRACTAfjLE VJ I TH PETROLEUM ETHER) 7.836 



TEST NUMBER 
ACCEPTABLE 

LOW LIMIT 
TEST VALUE 

ACCEPTABLE TEST 

HIGH LIMIT NUMBER TEST DESCRIPTION WITS 

Cl?37 

A: id-7G97 c:: .7so/;, 173 

1 12.1 12.6 B--B 
00 453 . 5 4 0 55C 

933 L’I I s 5 10% c: CHECK 

s.Jot?#67 a--- 60 230 

68 ---- .!I0 1.5c 
so0 

s f 
?rJi 576 

-me- @ ZCC 
-m-s *co l-00 

0 l?/c - -c;g 1 -- c c 1 l-J;.:‘5 CV5’;Zf 

SC 453 520 cc3 
70 ---- .A ;:0 

51 5. c 3.5 21.0 
52 -. 0 1I.C 21.:. 

;i. 

53 5.2 lC.5 f1.P 
54 c 3 lC.7 ?l.C “0 

55 s. 2 IO.!? ?I.? 
56 0 C 10.9 21.0 “. 
S? c 

rl l 0 10.3 21.3 
58 

.i 
\J . 3 1c.s z1.0 

71 L.0 a.4 27.0 
72 0 J. ;: 14.0 27.5 

73 5.3 14.5 27.G 
74 3.9 15.6 27. c 

75 C.0 14 l 3 27. c 
76 Z. c 16.3 27.0 
77 5. c 11.3 27. C 

78 d.3 L 14.6 27.2 

.pr? G. 

29 

001 BATTERY VOLTAGE - PRECONDITIONED VOLTS 
002 BATTERY CURRENT DRAIN AMPS 
003 SPARE 
008 SPARE 

005 COIL PPIMARY VOLTAGE I- * VOLTS 

OS DISTQIRUXJ~ POtvT VOLTAGE WOP VOLTS 
007 SPARE 
008 SPARE 

009 SPANKING STARTEP CUDRENT rLow LIMIT: AM=!s 
010 CRANKING STAPTER CURRENT lulC;u LIMIT: AM-5 
011 STARTER CA0LE VOLTAGE OROD VDLTS 

BATTERY DROP 013 012 STARTERCONT~OLVOLTAGE TO RELAY VOLTAGE VOLTS VOLTS 

Old BATTERY CRANUING VOLTAGE VOLTS 
OIS BATTERY TD COIL VOLTAGE DROP VOLTS 
016 CRANKING RPM RPM 
017 SPARE 

018 COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE !KV PROBE IN COIL K WLT! 
TOWER) 

019 COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE K MLT! 
020 DISTRIBUTOR ROTOR GAP VOLTAGE K wtl’! 
021-028 SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE K VOLT! 
029 DWELL- CRANYING DEGWFE 
030 BASIC TIHINGCRANUING :VACUUM DISCONNECTED’ DEGREE 

031-038 RELATIVE CYLINDER COMPRESSION PERCEN 
039 SPARE 

040 CLJRB IDLE RPM 
041-048 CYLINDER POWER CONTRIBUTION PERCEJU 

049 DWELL DEGREE 
OS0 BASIC TIMING IN0 VACUUM: DEGREE 
OS l-058 SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE u MLT5 
059 COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE ‘KV PROBE IN COIL UVOLT5 

TOwEFt\ 

060 COIL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE u VDLl? 
081 ROTORGAPVOLTAGE *VOLTS 
c62 DISTRlBUTOa CAPACITOR TEST co WTS 

LEVEL 

083 COIL TEST K VDLT? 
084 FAST IDLE RPM 
065 LOW CURB IDLE RPM 
066 MANIFOLD VACUUM PSI* 
067 HYDROCARBONCONTENT PPU 
068 CARBON MONOXIDE CONTENT PERCEn 
M9 Cc-.ac.F 

070 BATTERY TO COIL VOLTAGE DROP VOLTS 

071-078 SPARK PLUGLOADTEST * VOLTS 079-085 
SPARE 

086 HYDROCARBONCONTENT PPH 
087 CARBON MONOXIDE CONTENT PERCEN 
088 DWELL OEGREE 
089 MECHANICAL ADVANCE DEGPEE 
w TOTAL ADVANCE DEGREE 
091 SPARE 
092 BATTERY TO COIL VOLTAGE DROP VOLTS 
093 COlL AVAILABLE VOLTAGE u VOLTS 
094 SPARE 
095 BATTERY VOLTAGE VOLTS 
096 RFGULATOU BATTEPY VOLTAGE VOLTS 
037 SPARE 
098 ALTEPNATOS OUTPUT VOLTAGE VOLTS 
099 SPARE 
100 SPADE 

. 
,os” 

Hamilton U 
n.....w.sr .C..,r. . ..w”..l ‘,b..eu..wl.. 

Standard (7, 

- ,Y”,CATC~ OUT OF LIWT CONDITION 

51 ,Y”ICATE< UANUILLY t-NTEREO TEST VALUE 

759185-1 
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Manufacturedby ENERGr'lNS?ZKI'SXSTEMS, INC. 

LIMITED WARRANTY- 

ENERGY INSERT SYSTEMS, INC. warrants to the first purchaser 

at retail that this ENERGY-GAS-SAVER manufactured by ENERGY INSERT 

SYSTEMS, INC. will be free from defects in workmanship and materials 

for a period of twelve (12) months from the date of original retail 

purchase or 12,000 miles, whichever occurs first. Defects caused by 

abuse, accidents, modifications, negligence, misuse or other causes 

beyond the control of ENERGY INSERT SYSTEMS, INC. are not covered by 

this Warranty. 

If the ENERGY-GAS-SAVER proves defective within the warranty 

period, ENERGY INSERT SYSTEMS, INC. will at its option, either repair 

or replace the unit. Repair or replacement will.be without charge if 

the defect appears. 

To obtain warranty service, simply mail the unit postpaid and 

insured to the Company or go to an authorized de sler of the Company's, 

In addition to the above Warranty, it is further warranteed 

that with a proper installation, your vehicle shall increase in gasoline 

mileage or you may receive your money back by returning the unit to 

the Company. (Any installation charge is not refundable). 

ENERGY INSERT SYSTLXS, INC. 

ENERGY-GAS-SAVER, INC. 

FIRST AMERICAN BUILDING. 701 U.S HIGHWAY ONE. SUITE 104 l NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 33408.305/B42-B558 
-- - 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING 
"ENERGY GAS SAVER" AND "EXHAUST EXTRACTOR" 

A. "Energy Gas Saver" 

1. First verify that the unit is the proper one that fits 
the correct carburator, engine size and make of automobile. 

2. Remove the carburator from automobile. 
3. Carefully clean the carburator and manifold surfaces; 

make sure the old gasket is removed as well as all 
the dirt. Do not reuse the old qasket. 

4. Must have clean and flat surface to assure proper fit 
and no vacuum leaks. Check for vacuum leaks. 

5. Place "Energy Gas Saver" unit on intake manifold with 
the single primary opening facing upward and forward 
as illustrated below. 

1 - 2 .- 3 - barrel 

NOTE: The exhaust fitting for the flex tubing always 
goes toward the rear. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 

Place carburator on top of "Energy Gas Saver" and 
sure that the carburator barrels open all the way 
hitting or without binding. 

make 
without 

While the two units are sitting on maniford, measure and 
cut the 5/16 studs to proper lengths to secure the two 
units to the intake manifold. 
Remove carburator and "Energy Gas Saver" from manifold, 
Install studs in manifold and instali "Energy Gas Saver" 
base gasket. 
Install "Energy Gas Saver" on studs. 
Place carburator base gasket on top of "Energy Gas Saver" 
and place carburator on top. 
Reattach all the linkage and reinstall all carburator 
components. 

NOTE: Slight modification may be required on fuel, vacuum 
and linkage systems due to the new height of carburator. 

-l- 

. 
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B. Extractor 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

61 

7. 

These instructions are for installing the exhaust 
extractor on vehicles equipped with or without a 
catalytic converter. On the vehicles with a cata- 
lytic converter, it is installed as close as possible 
to the "catalytic converter". If there is no 
"catalytic converter" it should be installed as close 
as possible to the front of the vehicle. 
The extractor is installed in the exhaust system and 
connected with a 13" I.D. flex tubing to the rear of 
the "Energy Gas Saver" unit. 
The extractor must be installed with the smaller return 
pipe that connects the flex tubing facing toward the 
engine as illustrated: 

front 

Raise the automobile up and find a section of exhaust 
pipe near the front of the vehicle where the extractor 
will fit. Also, find a straight section of pipe for 
the extractor. 
After you have established where to install the extractor, 
cut an old section of exhaust pipe out. 
Install the extractor in that section and either weld or 
clamp in place. 
The 1%" I.D. flexible pipe is to be installed between the 
"Energy Gas Saver" unit and the extractor. 

NOTE: Flexible pipe must be run in such a way as will not 
cause damage to any components due to exhaust heat. 

8. Clamp flexible tubing to the "Extractor" and the "Energy 
Gas Saver" unit. 

-2- 
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c. Adjusting System 

1. Double check all components to assure proper 
installation and no vacuum leaks. 

2. Start automobile. 
3. Set timing 2 to .4O more advanced than factory specs. 

NOTE: If pinging occurs, retard timing slightly to correct. 

4. Adjust carburator fuel mixture with exhaust gas analyzer 
to assure best possible emission readings. 

5. Reset idle speed to factory specs and as low as 
possible with the air conditioning on. 

- 3 - 
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~*.a.4wW~~~~r*, .-a...-.-- -. _ . 98 -... . ..a-- . . ,-. -’ . 1 

;“.$ 
SEW AND USEFUL INVENTION THE TITLE AND DES< RIPTION OF WHICl(, ARE CON- 

f:;.ffq 
TAINED IN THE SPECIFICATIONS OF ‘\VHICIi A COPY IS HEREUNTO ANNWED AND 

. rr.‘.’ ?(ADlZ A PART HEREOF, AND THE VARIOUS KEQUIKEMENTS OF LAW IN SUCH CASES 
( . ‘,Z’ i ,. t : . 
* . . .r& MADE AND PROVIDED IlAVE BEEN COMPLIED \VlliI. AND TIIE TITLE THEKETO 1s. 
:.I. r , a.y: 
;> -. by.;; 

FKOM THE .?ECOKDS OF THE PATENT AND TKADEh(ARK OFFICE IN THE 

i@ :~~~~8; CLAIMANT( 5) INDICATED IN TIIE SAID CODY. ANO \VHEREAS, UPON DUE PSALII- 
y;.*.- -.;I 
ikrt:j 
,iq?, 

NATION MADE. THE SAID CLAlhjANf(S) IS (AWE) ADJUDtiED TO UE CN’I’ITLED TO 

!.>.$I~{ .i PATENT UNDER THE LAW. 
. . *. 

.a- .:t;‘:’ ! 
‘E;g$ * No=‘, TilliREFORE. THESE Lcffcrs I)aknC AKE TO GRANT UNTO THE SAID 

Ui$,l CLAIMANT(S) ANDT)~~SUCCESSOKS.HEIKSOKASS~GNSOF~HESA~DCLAI~~ANT(S) 
1: p. 1'0~ 7wETmw OF SEVENTEEN YEARS FKO.~~THE DATE OFT~~IS ~KANT.suBJE~-~ 
~$JzZ\ 
+,++&O THE I'AY.4lliN'F OF ISSUE FEES AS PKOVIDED BY LAW, J-HE KlGiIT TO'EXCLUDE 
q.<.!$x 
I.3 ~~~4?+ixs FKohl MAKING.USING OR SELLING THESAID INVENTI~NTHROUG~~O~THE I .*., , - ,m 

SGg3r~ STATES. 
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December 6, 1980 

K. D. Drachand, Actin-g Chief 
Mobile Source Control Division 
Air Resources Board 
9528 Telstar Avenue 
El Monte, California 91731 

Dear Mr. Drachand: 

Enclosed is our application for a motor vehicle add-on device. The 
purpose of this application is for an exemption from the provisions 
of the California Vehicle Code Section 27156. Even though our Energy 
Gas Saving system does not modify the vehicle's emission control 
system, we would still like to apply for an exemption from the pro- 
hibitions of Section 27156 of the Vehicle Code in order for us to 
legally advertise, offer for sale, sell or install in the State of 
California. 

This system has had extensive testing on numerous vehicles and has - 
never been known to increase emissions from the exhaust system. In 
fact, to our knowledge it is the only system that extracts solid 
pollutants (particulates) from the exhaust of the automobile engine. 

Also; to our knowledge, our Energy Gas Saving system is the only gas 
saver that is scientifically proven. What in effect happens is that 
the vapor mix of gas and air from the carburator is mixed with hot 
exhaust and this mixture is further vaporized and this allows for a 
leaner mix into the combustion chambers of the engine. One of our 
exhibits (Exhibit F) is the research done on vaporization by Ford 
Motor Company, which is self-explanatory. Professor Enoch J, Durbin 
of Princeton University School of Engineering states in a letter to 
me8 that vaporization does save fuel and his percentage figure is 
approximately 15%. An ercerpt of this letter is attached as- Exhibit E, 

It is our firm belief that in addition to the 15% savings'in gasoline 
by vaporizing the vapor‘with heat, we save at least another 15% by 
doing the following. Replacing the air filter that comes on the 

. vehicles with a 360° "high performance" air filter manufactured by 
FRAM Corporation. Also the "plellum" created by the mixing chamber 
helps increase the gasoline mileage.the same as a high riser on a 
racing car. The idle setting for engines with this system can more 
readily be set at normal according to factory specifications because 
of the even buring of the fuel mixture. The manufacturers normally 
have their idles set much higher than factory specifications to over- 
come the roughness. 

. 

FIRST AQERICAN BUILDING. Ml US HIGHWAY ONE. SUITE 104. NORTH PALM BEACH. FL 33408.305/642-8558 - 
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December 6, 1980 
X. D. Drachand, Acting Chief 
Page 2 

It is our intention to have tests done by Olson Laboratories and/or 
Southern California AAA for both exhaust emissions to qualify for 
the State of California and also for mileage testing. These two 
vehicles will be tested prior to the installation of our Energy Gas 
Saving equipment and tested after the installation of our Energy Gas 
Saving equipment. 

The signature of the authorized representative signing this statement 
is the inventor, president of the company and majority stockholder. 

We appreciate your prompt approval fbr our exemption from the pro- 
hibitions of Section 27156 of the California Vehicle Code. 

Very truly yours, 

Donald C. Pletts 

DCP/tas 
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157) AlISTRACZ: 
A lud/~ti ud raycld-csh~~L mircr ia diaclaed 
which is devoid at valra or‘ incermptionr in the et- 
hwf-recycle path 4nd which is e!‘lact~c with multi- 
bud and multi-rup cuburecon. eirher u original 

cquipnunl for new vehiclea Or a4 a ax~efvion uni1 for 
uiaung UshicIa 
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LtKlEF DESSCkll7’lOS OFTHE DIUWISGS 

.-. 

t.rrter undmuaLn~ thcrd. mry be dcwnl frron the 
As bei1 rhowvhm FIG. 2. the Wy include l ulllin# 

ch4mbcr 31 cxtcndcd a!ong and partially k~wccn the 
fOll~~wW dwrlpclon urd ~Xmplnyq dfawnga in 10 Monday ducu 23 md 23’ md m d,ro;t communiouua 
whlsh:, / ’ 

:’ - 
*ia l pun 32 with the bore 26 whi& plva bctwecn tk 

; _ ,_ FIG. I b . boxond clcvrtion of the pkrcned form 
of miser. 

becondary ducu 7%~ ehamkr 31 ir +lucJ by 4 plate 33 
..’ :. 

- FIG. 2 is 4 plan view thereof and takn on lina 2-Z 
Kured on the Wy by screw 34 atwut its pcnphcfy. 

ol FIG. 1. and 
l-he plrw has a threaded irdet port 35 for rrcctvtng 4 

FIG. 3 is UI cqMdcd VYW of the s~~~ercd.flow 
I5 filling 36 uocirlcd wch an cxhausl return lmc If. 

insert of tk miring chamber. 
Prefcrnbly. t.k port 35 1% 1-d .t . ICVCI below the 
lwel of the ~rmrfcr pan 32 and duct 28. 

DBZrAII.ED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
The chmkz 31 thus includa a rubrun~uJ volume 

PREFERFLD E.MBGDIMENT md fuunhcr provide4 for hcwtrmsfcr contact vnrh the 

As show in the drawmgr, the prcfcnaj form of 
20 raultins lhin, curvate urlla 38, 38’ of the mnduy 

ducts 23 and u’. 
miwr of the prmt invcnuun wrnpria * body 1 of In opcrrtiw, the miacr is installal ktwccn the arbu- 
ccl alumwuln alloy. or 4 comparable materid, shaped 
(3 Ii1 klwan xn l ulomolwe m~kc madold 2 md iu 

telof and muuloid. u rhown. and the tube 37 ir con- 
ncclcd lo 4 pint or points ie the clhrwt system inrcr- 

&how in the drawnys, the mixer i rkpcd to fit the x1 mlct wont of the primrry fucVtir duct 10. IS the pti- 
four-burd urbuwon of Lr~edirp!rccmen~ Cencrll 
Motors l ubxnotivc cng~nn. 

mary duel. the clhwst-recyckis thoroughly tuixoJ 
with the fresh fucVrir mirlure md dc!ivcrcd IO the 

The My 1 hr 4 trcw\gu& prinwy fucVtir duct 10 

_- 

cxtendul thctcthrough kwan an in& 11 undnlying 
engine u pa ol tk lucl charge 

Any pnniculrtc matter returned with the cxhrust h 
the finwage b~~clr 12 oi the orburctor md u outlet ~5 free IO fall out of en1rainmcnt in the mlrrgd vtlling 
13 dvcrlym~ Ihe it&t 14 of the nun$o!d. The outlet 13 
of the pnnwy duct is preferably rewngulu. u L’IOWI, 

chamber 31. Accumu:4tlonr thcrcol may bc ranovcd 
qudly wth L uzrewdrivcr at intervats coinoidiny ~8th 

but omy take any dairai t!upe other .miCa 4uch u oil ChlnKU 
AdJwzal lk oullct 13. L’E body IU.I I Id&e 15 &up The i+nate uwchtion of 11s returned g- with 4 

ponlng . rerio of Jtcm&~& r-n 16 MJ pIala 40 lqc ~nwnal uuef the mucr body r;lowr the My IO 
17-19 luocely positioned thatin. As bat shown in FIG. b0rb kat Italy from the ga&& &Junt the ucond- 
3, the lowermost plrtc 17 hu 4 pair of porn 20 overly- SUgC ducq 2. y’. bcforc lhc t~+‘Cld cu.a ue prcs. 
ing UIC outlcl 13. The next pIarc 18 hLI 4 cmtcrcd. mkd IO the fresh fuel/air mixtwc ud tkxby help 
rrcungulu pan 21; the next two p:r~n 19. 19’ hove rccnaodltc lluctu110n, in c*hAu8t-~u tcmpcrmms 
four nodal ports 23 in ~ti pcnphcry 4nd the uppn. II whrlc waing the hat value in tk fIow path of (1~ 
m-1 plate II’ ha L centeral. rect~@u pofl21’. cat?mrhcm. 

Tie quad, inwml md oulwudly poti plates It is imptunt to note that the mhcr of tk prncnl 
11-18 thus provide 4 ,rrg&crcd or ~g-za& COW pnth I)ntem is lhe ascncL of sinplicily. king entirely with- 
through Ihe primary L&air duct urd 4 conxqucn~ out mcczring vdvu, check v&a or rurvLr clocc-tolcr- 
thorough miUg of the wvnt! compwrcnts of the corn. X, 1~ compbutioar 
bwuon chuge passing through the dun. 0th~ forms or Howcvcr. i! is rignifmnt that. in *pitc of iu 8implicily 
~uggered4low asmblia mry be cmp:oya!. r[ desired, utd lack of oomplu and wzru~I~vc d~u.wncnu, the 
but the daclorcd &a of lwac pIa LF.d LWJU. penph- mkr of the present invention ia capable of ertrcscly 
cd ,pr~ arc ap&lrlly dw~gcoru wth rc;ud to efkctiw pctformana of fuel e;onomy md poilutant- 
rimpllcity of an1 and imull*\& and ~!utr lack of YT- $9 raluctttn OVC~ a wide range of &ncup~r4lur~ c~r.li- 
via rcq~mnmu The ovodl uumbly i rimply re- liO”L 
twncd in the primary fucV4ir duct bewan the ledge IS A: htod kforc. the qxcific rkpc cl the mircr dir 
and 4 pf+oo 01 Ihe ILnsc or gukcl rucr;uti vuh be clti in the drsumpr b inrrnded for UC mlh lu yedir 
wburcior. plrccrcnt. Ccncrrl Motor8 blocL. A m~cr 41 dia- 

l& body 1 Ju, iduda 1 pir of s&on&sugc or Y) clod hcrcm lw been so tnld and prorcn molt et%- 
mnnduy h~l/a~r duct, 23 md 23’ which UC aligned tive. 
witi the OUIICU of the two sond.rug.c bcrr& of lbe The tat *chicle wu L 1970 Gdlllrc Flatvaoj he- 

urbanor and communasc thetewth via dcu 24,24 ing l 472CID mginc, mote I~MI 70.C0.1 mrlw d iu 

md wth the mtAe manifo!d vi& ou~lc~c 3. 25. rqxc. ongmd four.bmel carburetor, . “Rochater QuvfrO 
tjvcly. A vdl l6 intrrm&latc the uctwky ducts Y3 0 Jet”. lhe vchrlc hu L curb uciyht of WE0 pound& 
md 23’ hu 4 thlctend pprclon 27 in IU urvr region When lncJ in the “orburctor” tau repnod b&v, 
nw tk dcu 11 urd 24’ l d ht, 4 bnrc 3 Of nSout tie vchlcle wu thoroughly tunal .for opomum Ku 
omfwnh inch dllrr.ctct utended thctcthrough to tnh~c wtth the wburcto: u iruu!lcd aI the fUtW. 
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Tbctrfwc, it ir ap~~cn~ that the new mixer drrcti- 
ully rcduccs 1he hydracarbon and carbon monotide 
contents of the ahrust gu.a fmnIiy unwed. to the ,s 
p.xnc IIA l LCVC~ yes old car wiIh mow I~I uvcnty 
:houunJ nula can operate well below the vppzwr limits 

Ior hydrourbns (250 - 280 ppm) and for olbon mon- 

orIJc (1.5 - 2.5%) now pccilicd or forthcoming in 
some of the more scvcre juridictions. This ir -II)- u) 
pkhcd wiIhout catalytic convene” or o:hn complcai- 
ticr’or sophistications. 

7%~ prcscn~ invcnuon thus ptovida L rimp!c ctius~ 
rccyzk system which cquris or crux& the perfor- 
rn.IKl5 of the more compkr prior lyrlcmc. 0 

Various changer mry bi made in the detils of the 

invtnGols u dIscloscd, uch u rd&prrtion IO dit?crcnt 
c~rborc~on rnd engines, withou1 ucrikmg 1hc rdvan- 
ugd thereof or departing from the scqx of the a~ 
pcndcd cltims. Y) 

What is claimed ir: 
1. A chwgc.lonning mixr for inlcmal combat& 

cngina luwng & carburetor, UI inutc member rnd an 
CJJUUSI mcmkr, uid nvx.cr comprumg 

l body luving 
11 

II lurk one fuel/air duct eatended thcrcthrough tid 
IueVnr duct having 

l n inlet Or rcuivmg a M/air millurc frOn3 lhc 
uriwretor rnd 60 

WI ourlc~ for &charging l combusclblc miaturr that- 
from IO the inrrtc mcmhr, 

munrdc~ming a r~aggc~cd flow pith for fitadd, & 
c~~OUIC from utd mlcl lo Mid o&t, 

bl 

MY. 
3. A dt.&fOkng mixer &ordmg to cltim 2 in 

which uid recycling mans includes an crharut II&I 
pan pmliond 111 UIJ scuhng chomkr at a level klow 
said transfer l penurc. 

4. A chsrgr-forming miser according IO claim 3 in 
whtch rrid body includes 8 caond fucl/&ir duct and 
Lhld tranrk duct b posllioocd at lust in put in L wall 
ktran wd finI and wrond fuel/air ducts 

S. A char&-forming mixer wrding to claim 3 in 
which aud bcdy inciuda lirrt urd second sccandq 
fuchir ducrc ponuoncd IO reccivc r, wpplcmenul flow . 
of hcl md air. and wd trusfcr duct is pouiioncJ at 
krct tn pan in l wrll qwrung tid uaudrry ducts. 

6. A charge-forming mur rcardillg to claim 5 in 
which urd wltling chamber is yoriuoncd at lut par- 
tally inwrncdia1e w.a,d sec~nlkry fucl/tir Jucu and in 
clac hat-Iran&r rclrtionrhip thcrcwith. 

7. A convcnaon unit ror cnginn hwr~g lour.bancl, 
twoaugc ucbureton comptiing 

l body having 
- . carburetor Fange and 

an intalc flulgc. 
a primary rucl/tir duct opening klwrrn uid llanga 

and positionnt IO undcrly.uid primuy wburctor 
hK&, 

L pIi1 ol=ondary fuel/air ducts pokioncd tndividu. 
ally to undcrly lhc sccoxkry third rlld fowrh 
bncb or the wburclur and OFlung k~wccn said 
nqt-# 

a urlling chunlw adjacent tid ~~~ndwy L&air 
ducts. 

l traxfer duct within a wall uparuing tid p.ir ol 
ucondmy lucl/tir ducts. 

uij W&f duct inclwhng 
a Irwukr l pcrture communicating wilh uid wtling 

CLrnbu alId 
L dcl:vefy qw~wc communiuljng with uid primary 

fucV&ir duct ul~wu~t uld mlcl. and 
muna for freely rdnutung tccyclcd exhaust gws 

into aaid sccc~lurg chm-kr for unokmclcd -gc 
into Laid primuy lucl/rir duct w a rayclc path 
flrc or ha 

8. A convcnio:, unit ucordmg lo cltim 7 in whrch 
tid uGng chmkr u inkgral wth tid body and ha 
a portion yocitioncd rt Icut partmlly inwmutiaic s.ud 
scandu-y fueVl;r ducu. 
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A I’hlll ION I’KAYISG I-OK l’lll< GKAM OF tt;(.‘J’t-KS PAWNT FOK AN AI.I.EGED 

N:L:>\’ AND L!SI.l.UI. INVl:.Nl IO!+4 ‘IIIE TITLE ASD IILSC‘KII’t-tON OF \VlII(‘tt AKE COS- 

‘I‘AINI~D~ IN I IIC SI’ECIIWA’I-IOSS OF WHICH A COPY IS HIJKEUN~I‘O hNNl:XliD AND 

hlAl)E A I’AK’I’ tll:Kl:OP. ASD IJJE VAKIOUS KEUL;IKEMl:N’I‘S OF LAW IN SUC’H CASES 

hlhUE AS11 t’KC&‘lI~l:D IiAVE HEEN COSlPI.Il-.D \VIt-H. AND TIIE ‘l‘I’I1.E I’liEKE’l-0 IS, 

FROM THE KCCORDS OF THE PATENT ASD TKhl)LhlhKK OFFICE IN ‘twz 

CLAIhlANT( S) I!GDICA‘I‘LD IN THE SAID (‘WY. AND \vtiEREAS, UPON LIUI:. EXAhtl- 

r4,4mw ht..we. .t tiE SAID CLAIMANT(SJ IS (h)ttzJ AI)JUI)C;EI, 70 UE L;N tmm TO 

A PA’rENr UNDI-:R -nfE LAW. 

h’ob’, 1’litKt:FOK~. ‘I IiLSSE b(rrs J’e(,n( /\KE ‘1‘0 GKn’N t’ UK IO IliE SAJD 

cI.AIhlhNT( S) ASLI ‘I HE SUC(‘l‘:SSORS, ltI.IKS OK ASSIGNS OF’I‘l1E ZWCLA~MANT(S) 

FOR ‘I-JtE ‘TERM OF SEVCNTE.EN YEAKS FKOil 1 HE DAlE OF 1tIlS GKAN’I’. SUIIJECT 

THE PAYslENT OF ISSUE FEES AS PKOVIPED BY LAW, TIIE KIGHT ‘t-0 EXCLUDE 

‘:IlEKS FKOM hihKlN(i. UblNG OK SEI.I.INC ‘I IfF. SAID ~NV~N~~lON~rllROl~c;llOUT~l-tlE 
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U.S. Pac. No. 3,53O.d43 discloses an eahaua, uP;r,alo, 25 
whiLh I,,cIuJ~ A,I utal IU~C ccnl,aXy lca,cd within 
rbc UW, to prlr Ihc crntrll. heavlc, Portion of rhc ex- 
Jw\;. while the m~c Jcslrdblc portions thcrcof are 
withdrewn from the chamber sur,ounJ,ny the &~,a1 
IU~*: To, supply IO, chArgr-formmg OUXC~ al the errsme w 
wake. 

U.S. Pmt. No. 3.580.233 dix!osn a scpararor of the 
type diulacd in the I)uue U.S. PM. NO. 3,435,YiO m 
conJunction with a rwlrling mix, for the recycled er- 

. hxurt. 35 
The prior attempti rt separation of d&able cxhaubt 

frmions. u rcprcsented by the above-Iisred pr~cnu. a,~ 
funccmnal and can be urd IO recycle crhrus; g&us to 
Ihe intake of s omburclon enzinc. fiovevcr, none of 
the prior an deviccr lchieva a sclcclivc scparxion and 40 
rccyclc of the met dnlrablc cons,:,ucnL( of ,hc exhaust _- 
without ciihc, impoxmg a substanl1.J back-prewurc on 
Lhhe cngmc or. cvcn:udly. sccumulnrmg and then t,ans- 
Ierring und-irablc solid portions of the exhaust. 

lb rhe scpu~cor dLcclorcd in the Uussc U.S. Pal. Nos. 45 
%43S.ClO ml 3.580.213. the cnforccJ swirlin’g of the 
dt*urt gwa imposts a considc,rt& hxk.p,cb,u,e on 
the tyrrcm Y) that. although the ctliancy uf ,hc engillc 
ic plnlrlly imp,ovcJ by the ,ccycle of ponionr of the 
uhrwt, a whlrntid part or the incrcwe L( lot( IO Ihc 50 
nm.i IO OWICO~C the hack~p,c~:,~re ,mpJed by the 
cficicncy-improvmg attempt. 

lb Iht SCWUOI Or the Pavndcn patcn~. lhc ch*mkr 
~WraUnding the ccntrr!. u,al p,pc is rubJcct to ~cumu. 
hh Of shds and. cvcnlurlly. tr~mfc, of thou SolIds 55 
tbr0uph the rt~yclc ryrtcm to the iucl/c~hau%t mircr 
W* ~nUquc01 blockage ofsusccp~~ble portmns of the 
lysr.crrl. 

ThcrCrOIC. 1hC p&r fOOrrnr OfrlhausI ?epralOn have . _ 

II ,s another object of ,hc prncnt invenrro,, ,o pro. 
vidc a simple and rchrblc crhaur~ catr~c,or H hi& i,,,- 
poser a low back-prruurc whdc ,,np&,,~ a,, incrtid 
rOrCc 0” the CrhJull CO,~~W,~~,~ and pa?nn& Ihe 
havicr pomon of the cona~turnts through rhc x~J,+ 
(or. 

It is another object of the prc~t invention to pro- 
vi&a rim~4c rml rcliahlc crhaus, C~I~YCIO, which im- 
pxcr L low back.pm>u,c v&e ,mp~ng JII incrti4 
force on the cxhaus, strcsm and intcrccpting *nJ rc- 
moving the lighter and uuble cunrtifurnta from the 
cxhru%r s)3tcm. 

BRIEF DESCRIF3lON OF TUIZ DMH’INGS 

Thne and orhcr objects of the invention and P betrcr 
undcrst,md,,,y thereof may be dcnved from the follow. 
ing description wd the accompmyo,g drawing% m 
which: 

FIG. 1 is a ride view, partly cut away. of Ihc prc- 
fc,rcJ form of c*hau\t c&t,r~lo, of the invention; rnJ 

FIG. 2 ,s a top view. prr11y cut awry, of a p~tiun of 
FfG. 1. 

SUMhfARY OF THE INVWTION 
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Business Reply Mail 

ENERGY GAS SAVER, INC. 
SUITE 104 
701 U.S. HIGHWAY 1 
NORTH PALM BEACH. FL 33408 

6&Y RATE 
LG. POSTAGE 

PAID 
MST PM!r( BCH. H 
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1 Please send me -_____ Energy Gas Saver SystemIs at 5299.95 tnstalle& 

tl llnclude 4% Fwda state sales tax S12.001 
a 

6-d - 1 i,- Togoona 19-. 0 automob,le 0 van 0 ptck-up 0 other _ C 6 C B cylinder. 

0 Togoona 19-. 

o automobile 0 van 0 0 other _ 

pack-up 0 Check 0 Visa 

0 6 0 9 

cyknder. Km 
Name # : 

Address o Master Charge # 

City state - ZIP 

. 

Phone Area Code 0 American Express U 

Guaranteed to Improve your gas mileage or your money back for the cost of the unit 

-. 
,I 

7; 

1: 
j: 

:? 

‘. , 

_’ , 
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Attachment C 

UNITED STATES EN’JIRON”.4ENTAL PRC>TECTION ,<C;cficy 

ANN ARBOR. L4ICliIi;AS 18105 

OFFICE OF 
AIR. NO!SE AND RADIATION 

June 23, 1381 

. 

Mr. Donald C. Pletts, President 
Energy Gas Saver, Ino. 
143.Inlet Way 15 
Palm Beach Shores, FL 33404 

_ 

Dear Mr. Pletts: 

Please find enclosed an updated copy of the EPA recognized independent 
laboratory list. 

Sincerely, 

+LL&-~ UJ ( K&-z 

Merrill W..I:orth, Device Evaluation Coordinator 
Test and Evaluation Branch 

Enclosure 
_ - 

cc. J. White 
511 file "Energy Gas Saver" 
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Attachment D 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 48105 

Junk 26,‘ 1981 OFFICE OF 
AIR. NOISE AND RADIATION 

Mr. Donald C. Pletts 
143 Inlet Way #5 
Palm Beach Shores, FL 33404 

Dear Mr. Pletts: 

We have completed our preliminary evaluation of your application, mate- 
rial, and test plan for the “Energy ‘Gas Saver” device, Our comments are 
as follows: 

1. Since you intend to use test results from Olson Engineering, Inc. 
in support of your application for an EPA evaluation, we feel 
that you should have submitted your application or otherwise 
contacted us before the testing was performed there in March, 
1981. This would hati given us on opportunity to comment on your 
test plan before the tests were performed. 

2. During’ the testing at Olson Engineering on the 1981 Ford LTD 
302 V-8, the as-received baseline test should have been performed 
first, before the test with the “Energy Gas Saver” installed. We 
suggest that you test a second vehicle which.1~ not equipped with 
overdrive or throttle body injection, as these are not represen- 
tative of the vehicle population. 

3. Also, what were the tuneup procedures before, each test sequence 
--.at Olson Engineering, and were all components of the "Energy Gas 

Saver” removed before the baseline tests? Have all the results 
from tests at Olson Engineering been submitted to us? 

4. Your installation instructions require that timing be set 2 to 4” 
more advanced than factory specifications, and that the carbure- 
tor fuel mixture be readjusted. If this is done, a separate test 
sequence is required with only these adjustments and without the 
“Energy Gas Saver” installed. Were these adjustments made on 
your test vehicle? If so, please detail the procedures used. 

5. From the Olson Engineering ‘test data sheets, we noticed that a 
different dynamometer was used for the baseline tests than was 
used for the tests with the device. This is Inconsistent with 
our guidelines for- properly evaluating a device. 

6.. For tests on the 1981 Ford at Automobile Club of Southern Call- 
fornia, no data sheet was’ submitted for tests with the “Energy 

. Gas Saver” installed. 

7. The other data submitted with your application from the various 
sources is of some value, but we do not consider it as valid data 
to be used in place of current test data from an independent 
laboratory as described ‘in, my letter dated January 13, 1981. 

. -- 
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We hope the above comments are helpful to you In conducting a test pro- 
gram to evaluate “Energy Gas Saver”. In order for us to conduct our 
evaluations in a timely manner we have established a. schedule for each. 
I ask that you respond to this letter by July 13, 1981 and that you 
submit the results from your latest tests by August 3, 1981. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. My telephone 
number Is (313) 668-4299. 

Sincerely, 

\Lr\M^‘-Lee UJ kc%& 
Merrill W. Korth, Device Evaluation Coordinator 
Test and Evaluation Branch 



July 9, 1981 

Attachment E 

.- 
i 
i 
I I 

Mr. Merrill W. Korth 
Devise Evaluation Coordinator 

^. - ,-. Test and Evaluation Branch 1 ..T . ., _ . ‘ ., - a. .- . 
U. S. E..P. A. - -. I _- 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105 

Dear Mr. Korthi 

Please refer to your letter of June 26, 1981. 

1. When I went to California in March of this year, I did not plan 
on having tests done by Olson Engineering, Inc. Also my plan 
was to obtain an exemption from the Air Besourse Board of Cali- 
fornia, in order to sell the PEnergy-Gas-Saver" in California. 

2. The Air Besourse Board gave me permission to have UOlson" do 
the tests with the Energy-Gas-Saver before doing the baseline 
test. You'll note that you have a baseline test done by the 
"Auto Club of Southern California". Also you have records of 
Ford Motor Company certification tests. 

The 1981 Ford Ltd. witha 302 V-8 Engine was checked as per 
Company specifications including Idle on the carburetor. The 
Idle is the only adjustment that can be made on this vehicle. 
A copy of all the !'Olson" tests are enclosed,.; The extractor- 
was not removed from the 'exhaust system, it was however block- 
ed off. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

No adjustmentswere made on this vehicle, for any of the tests. 
(no adjustments could be made). I understand your requirmznts 
for testing in the event adjustment are made different than 
baseline. 

Because of the sizable changes in the testing YOlson" used 
both of their dynamometers. 

The Auto Club of Southern California would not give me the re- 
sults of their t?&est with the Unit installed. These results 
are however included in the summary sheet. 

The purpose of sending you all the test data was to show how 
much research had been done on the "Energy-Gas-Saver". 

FIRST AMERICAN BUILDING. 701 U.S. HIGHWAY‘ ONE. SUITE 104. NORTH PALM BEACH. FL 33408 l 305/842-8558 _. _. __- _. ____- ______.. ---. --__ . _ __--_----_-_--~..-_- -._ -._-.__- . 



Mr. Merrill W. Korth 
July 9, 1981 

Page 2 

Since you allow Hot Start LA-4 testing, I would like to bring to your 
attention the Hot Start tests done by "Olson" as shown on page 2 of the enclosed 
"Summary of Highway'Fuel Economy Tests!'. _ . -. I ..4- a.. . L 

_ 

You'll note the Baseline test by "Olson" is higher in HC and NOX than all 
three Hot Start tests done with the "Energy Gas Saver". Also test #l is approx- 
imately the same on CO. I believe that if you converted the Auto Club of Southern 
California P;P.M. to Grams this Baseline test would be some what higher than the 
Olson test. 

I am also enclosing the data I received from a California testing labora- 
,tory which I shall discuss with you on the telephone. 

It is my intention to test a 1979 Ford with a 302-V8 Engine that does not 
have a closed loop feed back system and without an overdrive transmission. The 
testing laboratory will contact you prior to the starting of our next tests. 

. 

- 

DCPjledy 
Enclo. 

_ ~- ., . 

m. 

FIRST AMERICAN BUILDING. 701 U.S. HIGHWAY ONE l SUITE 1 C4. NORTH PALM BEACH. FL 33408.305/842-8558 
--. -_- _... . .._ - ._-. - -..._-___--- 

.~. 
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A!JTOMOTlVE ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS, INC. m 730ir INLSA NENuE. IYESTMINSTE~?. CALIFO~I~IA 92683 n 714 897.0333 _ _ 

June 29, 1981 - 

Mr. Don Pletts 
' Energy Gas Saver 

143 Inlet Way t5 
Palm Beach Shores, FL 33404 

.- .._.,_m__ 
_ -. , . , ., -" . ..:-: 

Dear Mr. Pletts: 

AESi is pleased to submit the following quotation and proposal for testing 
services: 

PRICE QUOTATION 

See attached Quotation. - 

. . TERMS 

Payment is by cashier's check upon delivery of vehicle to AESJ. There 
is a $300 minimum fee if the vehicle fails to complete an FTP for 

- -. safety or mechanical reasons due to the vehicle. 

All applicants attempting certification under Section 511 of the Motor 
Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act must develop a test plan with 
EPA officials if EPA approval is desired. This is the responsibility 
of the applicant, not AESi. 

TESTIXG 

The vehicles will receive a baseline Hot'Start LA-4 and a Highway Fuel 
Economy test. The vehicles will be tested on Indolene unleaded test 
fuel as prescribed in the Federal Register. A second (replicate) LA-4 
and HFET sequence will be performed. These tests will be audited 
according to EPA requirements before acceptance. 

Following confirmation of test quality, your device will be added in 
the vehicle by our mechanic. An additional set of LA-4 and HFET tests 
will then be performed. 

An option that is available, should you desire, is the installation of 
a fuel flow meter to provide actual fuel consumed during emissions test 
and mileage accumulation. The price for installation, data collection, 
and reporting and vehicle restoration is $200. 
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.c . _ --- . ‘*- I. I 

AUTOMOTIVE ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS. INC. 

. 

SCHEDULE 

We require a two. week notice to schedule your vehicle for testing- The 
test and compilation of results will take approximately 6 days. 

. 
DEVICE 

The test device will be provided by you. 

./ -. JRHICLR . . " ..- - . : .- - . - - . ._ ,*--. - -. ., 

The test vehicle may be provided by you or you may choose to have AESi 
procure a vehicle at $30.00/day for a minimum of 6 days (4 days to 
perform tests, 1 day for vehicle preparation and 1 day for vehicle 
restoration and return). 

All Section 511 applicants are reminded that test vehicles must meet 
emissions standards in baseline tests. Xf an applicant supplied 
vehicle fails a baseline test, the applicant must pay for this test. 
If an AESi supplied 1981 vehicle fails a baseline test the applicant 
will not be charged, for this test. 

RESULTS . . . 

Certified test results will be provided in letter report form only to ' 
you or to a person designated by you in writing. Original test result 
documentation will be retained by AESi to substantiate the test 
results. This information is kept in strictest confidence. 

. 

AGREEHENT 

A copy of our testing agreement is attached. Please read it carefully 
as it contains limitations on our liability and restrictions on the use 
and applicability of the test results. 

I appreciate the opportunity to provide you with this quotation. If you 
require additional information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Alan D. Jonks 
Project Engineer 

ADJ:mra 

Encls 

- 



120 - I QUOTATION Q- 2883 I 
I 

ACCT. CUSTOMER NO. 

, 

To’ rkRCY GAS’ SAVER 
SHIPTO: r 

143 Inlet Way #5 * 
Palm Beach Sores, FL 33404 

Attention: My. Don Pletts 
- k _ . ~ . ,- -.. : .- 

7 3EFERENCE CONTACT DATE 
. ._ .., 

-2 -. 2 : I :I’ :z --.I l- 06/24/81 
RESALE TAX DATE REOUIRED SHIP DATE 

TERMS: 
-. 

Cashier's Check-Payment in Advance .:: 
I 
ISHIP BY: .O.B. 

YES NO I %I 
L - 

OUhNTlTI PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION ’ 

2 Vehicle Parameter Checks 

2 LA-4/HFET Baseline 

2 LA-4/HFET Baseline Replicate 
_. 

. 2 hr: Device Installation 

2 Vehicle Parameter Checks 

2 LA-i/HFET w/Device 

2 LA-4/HFET w/Device Replicate 

ITEM NET 
UNIT PRICE 

1 

2 

3 

4 

.5 

6. 

7 

35.00 

600.00 

6OO:OO 

40.00/hr 

35.00 

Boo. 00 

600.00 

THIS QUOTATION IS VALID UNTIL AUGUST 29, i981 

-- 

THIS QUOTATION SUBJECT TO TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON REVERSE SIDE 
i 
TOTAL 
4MOUtiT 

CONTACT BY: 

ADJ wk 
PREPARED BY: 

' 

AUTHORIZED BY: 

ADJ:MRA:06/29 

AMOUNT 

70.00 

1,200.oo 

1,200.00 

80.00 

70.00 

1,200.00 

1,200.00 

5,020.OO 



. . / 
AESLrl -v -uI-ti VEHICLE EM 1 SSIONS TESTING AGREEMENT 

THIS AC~gMNT LIMITS Tiig LIABILITY OF AI!Si, PLDASE READ CAREFULLY ‘i 

. 

,- z 
1. NJlQ&IVl? l!NVIRONMN'h. SYSTEMS, INC.,, (MSI), agrees to conduct the vahiclo smlrslonr tests specified beliw in general 
accordonce with the procoduros proscribed by tho United Statos Environmontal Protection Agency , or-as othoniso described below. 
All tosting will be done in the MS1 Nostmlnstor, California, vohiclo emissions totting laboratory. 

; 
2. A5Sl herewith offers to porfom tho following tests and support sctlvitlos for the firm flxod prlco statod bolow. 

. 
-- DESCRIPTION -- 

QUANTITY TEST TYPE, VEIIICIB TYPU, SPECIAL.PRDCEDURES, ETC.- SCIIEWLED DATB UNIT PRICI! T0TAL 

cl CHUCK 

TOTAL PIRM FIXED PRICE cl CASH 
3. Payment in full must be rocslvod by ADSi prior to the conaoncing of tosting. Tho price quoted abovo covors’only those itoms 
stlpulatod above, Any additional work must bo covorod by a now agreement. 

4. AESi sgreos to porforu tho actlvltios spoclfied above within two weeks of tho dato of this agreement. AI!Si will notlfy tho 
customer of each schodulod test time at least 21 hours prior to tho test time. It is tho responsibility of tho customer to fur- 
niah tho tort vehicles at tho scheduled time. If.tho vehicle is not available for-testing at tho rchedulod time, an additional 
charge of $100 will be made to the customor. If any devices are to bo installod on the vohiclor prior to testing, or othor 
additional work performed, such work will be quotod soparatoly. 

5. AgSi will mail to tho curtomor a letter doscribing the testing procoduros and presenting the test:rosultr within one wosk of 
the completion of the testing.. The results will bo presontod in terms of hydrocarbon (DC), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide 
(COz), and corroctod oxides of nttrogon (NOxC), in grams per mile, as well as tho calculated fuel economy in miles per gallon. 
Motorcycle emissions are reportod In grams pot kilometer and fuel consumption in liters per 100 kilometers. The customer agrees not to uso AM’s name or lottor of rosults or any parts thereof in connection with any advertising, tales’or promotional pur- 
poses without specific prior written approval from an officor,of AESl. 

6. AMi agrees to hold the customar@s test results in strictest confidence and will not divulge such‘results to any othor party 
without specific written Author~rrtion froa the customor. ADSi will nako nb representations or assume any rosponslbility for 
impiied r?sultr or rssuwd infomstlon othor than the.spocifiod data AS they appear in the complete writton final report letter. 

7. AIlSi agrsos to maintain the recurlty of tho customer's systems and/or devices whila in the possosslon of Al!Sl and to hold In 
confidence all proprlotary information disclosed to AlISl. 
roqulromontr, which restrict access to testing areas. 

Reciprocally, the customer agroor to honor’AESi’s laboratory security 
: ! 

see REvedse SIDE 

I 

. -- -----. 
: 

. 
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I 8. The curtomor acknowledges and understands that (i) AESl doos not inspect vehiclor submlttod for testing to AESl for mechanlcal 
defects or problems prior to tasting, (ii) during tasting ABSl may bo unable to dotoct any mechanical or othor defects or problems 
affecting the vohiclo, including those defects ond problems which may, in connection with such testing, potentially result in 
substantial damage to the vohiclo, prior to completion of such testing, and (iii) as a result, although the vehicle will be tested 
under circumstances substantially similar to normal driving conditions, the vehicle may novortholess suffer substantial damage 

1 during testing in the evont that mechanical or other defects or problems exist prior to tasting or develop during testing. IN 
CONNECTION TNEREWZTH, NOlWZTRSTANDZNC ANY SNOWZNC OF NIOLZCENCS ON ME PART OF A&Sf OR IT.5 R&PRESSNThTZYES, TIIK CVSTDMER HEREBY 
AGRKES lW INDERNZPY hRD HOW hESi HARRLESS AGAINST hNY hi/D hLL CWIXS, ICTZONS, CAUSES OF ACTXON, SUITS, DEBTS, CONTROVLVZSZES, 
LOSSES, DEMANDS, PROCBEDZNCS, DhMhGKS, LZABZLZTZES, COSTS hh’D &XP&NSSS, INCLUDING ATTORNEY’S r&ES, ARISING WT OF OR JWSULTINC 
FROM THE TESTZNC, POSStSSZON, IJSX OR STORhGE OF THE ViflICLE BY hESi. 

9. ~131 SHALL NAM NO LTABZLZTY ~DR TNEFT, co~~rszon, tzm 0R ~hn~c& OF hnr KIND MIATS~EWR DURING TU& TESTZ~~G, mwwx, us& 0R 
P~~S&SSION OF THE V~NZCLB nr h~si twft iw~ mhs0~ UIIATSOE~~~R INCLUDING, uzs7m~ UHZTATI~N, 37ix NEGUCENCE 0P h~sl 0R 1~s RBPRE- 
S&NThTSV&S EXCEPT WHXN DIM ZU TilE WILLFUL FAULT OR CROSS NBCWCENC& OF h&Si OR ITS AUTtiOJUtED JUPR&S&NThTZV&S, AND IN THAT EVENT, 
ONLY lU TNB EXTENT OF THE DZNZNUTZON ZN THE RETAIL VSSD CAR VhW& Or lV8 VEHICL& ON THB DATI OI D&UV&RY OF POSSESSZON YU hESl. 
IN NO IV&NT SHALL AESi 81 LZhBL& FOR UlSS OF USE OP TllE VJWZCIS OR IOR tQsS OI OR DAMMS To ANT ARTICLES LEFT IN TUB YbHZCLE OR 
FOR AW OTHER FORM OF INCIDENTAL OR CONaSECUENTIAL DMCE. 

10. hS A CONDITION OF ANY LThBZLITT ON TRE PART OF AESi, UPON RECEIPT 01 TBE VEHICLE PROM AESi, (i) TN; CIJSMHER SHALL IRXEDZATELY 
INSPECT TtlX VENZCLB IN ALL RESPKCTS ?OR DhMGE OR DEFECT, (if) IN ChSE OF DhRhCG, Tli& CUSmSli iWALL DERhND REPAIRS BEFORE TM 
VtXZCLb’ IS REHOVED J’RRCYI AESi’S POSSESSZON, hND (iif) MS1 SHALL BE ENTITLED lU HllKB QR ORDER hRY REPAIRS. 

11. ABSI disclaims any representation whatsoever that the tests performed by ADS1 will provldo rosults which will permit tho 
vohlclo tested to be certified for salo in occordanco with the U.S. Environmontal Protoctlon Agency rogulations or any othor 
applicable foderal, state or local governmontal statuto, rule, ardor, law or regulation. 

12. This agreement will be formally entered into on the latest date signed below by duly authorized roprosontativos of both 
parties: THIS ACRI!@MENT LIMITS THE LIABILITY OF AESI, PLEAS@ l$AD CAREFULLY. 

Name: 

Addrors: 

AWDWTIVE ENYIBDNMDNIAL SYSTElLS, INC. 
7300 Bolsa Avenue 
Hostminster, CA 92683 

Signature: 

Business Phone: 
, 

Dato: . Signaturo: Dato : 
1 

llono Phono: 

‘+ 
.N” 

, 
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August 21, 31 

Mr. Merrill . Korth, Detice Evaluation Coordinator 

i - 123 * I 

ENERGY GAS SAVER; 

Test and Ev lation Branch 
U. S. E. P. 
Ann Arbor:,. zhigan 48105 

Dear Merrill: 

---.---__ 

_.C- _ - ..-17 . . - - ,- ., c ;j 

As per our telephone conversation of August 17, 1981, I am submitting a test plan for 
your approval. 

A. Test Vehicle #One - 1979 Ford Thunderbird (302-V8 Engine) 
Testing to be done by A.E.S.I:of Westminster, California 

a. 1 Vehicle Parameter check. ( Factorpspecifications ) 
b. 1 LA-4/HFET Baseline ( Hot Start 1 
C. 1 LA-4/HFET Baseline ( Hot Start ) Replicate 
d. Device Installed by Testing Facility 
e. 1 Vehicle Parameter Check with divice installed 
f. 1 LA-4/HFET with Device ( ,Hot Start ) 
9. 1 LA-4/HFET with Device ( Hot Start ) Replicate 

b. 
These tests shall start on September 1.4, 1981. 

B. Test Vehicle #Go - 1981 Ford Ltd. (302-V8 Engine) Auto Overdrive Transmission 

a. i Vehicle Parameter Check ( Factory specifications ) 
b. 1 SECVS 11 Cold Start Baseline 
C. 1 LA-B/HFET Baseline ( Hot Start ) 
d. 1 LA-4/HFET Baseline ( Hot Start ) Replicate 
e. Device Installed by Testing Facility 
f. 1 Vehicle Parameter Check with device installed 

. 
h'. 

.l sECVS 11 Cold Start with device installed 
1 LA-I/HFET with device installed ( Hot Start 1 

1. 1 LA-I/HFET with device installed ( Hot Start ) Replicate 

Vehicle #Two tests shall begin on September 21, 1981. The fuel to be used is Indolene 
Unleaded Test Fuel. 

I trust this test plan shall be to your satisfaction. 

Yours very truly, 

i # 
7’ # 

Donald C. Pletts 
President 

-m’ 
. 

, 
. . 

DCP/edy cc: AESI 
FIRST AMEnCAN BUILDING. 701 U.S. HIGHWAY ONE. SUITE I".: 3 YOUTH PALM BEACH. FL 3&$08.305/645-6105 . 1-600432-3569 -._ __ __-__ 
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Attachmew G 

?!r . ?tXl: ! C. ‘Pletts, ?reaident 
?mrgp f’ P Favet 
IL:! Tnle x-y? “5 
?a?n F!CP : Shares, 7. 3 3401) 

?ear ??r. Xettr;: 
. . . . 

‘“e, 53vc evaluated your latest test plan vt:?.ch w tcc~eisell” iti AGpist .26; 
13c?l. Qur cements are 38 follcws: 

1. 32 woutc! prefer tkit hot5 vehicles %ot he rqcf.>yd vjt5 the 3me 
CRgiile. ?‘ach of the test veMcles you pro?oec am equfpFed wfth 302 
PTP, cnT,ines. EC 3uzyest t!mt pm replace one of these Fords vith 3 

late model GZ! car -with Lt popular engiae, ptcfer3bly 3 ?-Se 

2. Is veh3.cI.c ?? tl?e sane test vehfclc that uas used earlier for test3 
at Olson Zugineerfng? ‘, 

? ,. Cach vehicle stlould be ctmp?.etelp original for the as-recei-rf- tests 
and must not contnin any aodiffcatfons to the exhaust or emission 
~Stf?CS. I I I 

7. A7.i?xm$ gour test plnn 6oes not yrcstrle fnt aay adjustments -&en t5e 
dl=tiCC ‘is installed Fy t!x testjnq faci’lity, -7z-c ask tt;at certain 
c!?cci-s s??,oulf-? 5~ ?erfo7mr! before sr?d .zftpr t!?e instelIation of CfP 
rflT3ce. Yese c!-ec?:..a r;S.ould inc?uCe 5apIc enrfne oararetcrs and for 
tb _. IS31 -__ f&? c’.c Ye ask thnt the e!r~,f?.e receive ngptopl?iste QieC- 
tronfc cYec%s to’ ensure that the sophLstfcatcc! control systcr!s cu 
t’7csc VP!~‘,C!.CS are vorktnf proFer?p. 

a -. . 3n te8t vc!~icle “?, test seqtlence 3 f~c?uc?eS a “SEC73 11 ?OIC Start 
Y.3 se !, ine” . !??at :s this test cycle? 
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Attacnment H 



FEDERAL REGISTER TYPESETTING REQUEST 
e REPULSTOC): COft+8te Items 

1. 2, 7. 8, 9, 10. 11 ar-d 12. FIrrain 
Copy number 7 and subm~r the 

TITLE 

Announcement of Fuel Economy Device Evaluation for 
"Energy Gas Saver" 

* bnldnce rwlh manuscript copy to 
the Hq f e&era1 Reg8ster Office. 
HQ FEDEHAL REGISTER 

OFFICE: Complete items 3, 4, 5 
and 6. Retain copy number 6 and 
submit balance to Hq. Prinrmg 
Matragsment. 

2. SUUMITTING ACTIVITY 3. ASSIGNED FRL NUMBER (inrhdr 0/,7ha & numeric ctroroctrrs /or idrnt- 
if&xi lion.) 

I --.-- 
OPEN REQUISITION NUMBER 5. BILLING CODE 

I 

8. FORWARDED TO GSA. NARS-SIGNATURE 
DATE 

I 

. ,.“mmLr. vc . . . . ..JSCRIPT PAGES 8. EST,MATEO NUMSER OF COLU.MNS 9. ESTIMATED COST 

” . . -..: .4 I : _ - ., ..: ‘.<.. -_ 2 I . i 
I 

$272.00.‘e’ .: : 

10. FINANCIAL DATA 

TELEPHONE NUMB 


